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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) is now comprised of tens of billions of Internet-connected

devices. As the IoT continues to grow in size and complexity, need for specialized IoT

operating systems (OSs) becomes increasingly important to facilitate rapid development of

secure and portable applications. However, providing such support for the subset of low-

end devices called for in resource-constrained environments introduces additional design

challenges, particularly with respect to security.

In this thesis, we propose nine criteria to collectively encapsulate several important aspects

and considerations for securing OSs supporting low-end devices in the IoT. To begin, we

discuss key characteristics, use cases, and OS support for low-end devices in the IoT. For

context, we also select and provide a summary of two actively developed IoT OSs with

academic origins, RIOT and Tock. We then present our three main contributions, each of

which builds upon one another to inform and end in our proposed IoT OS security criteria.

First, we review the role of foundational hardware- and software-based mechanisms relating

to OS security. We discuss the need for such mechanisms and identify several relating to

IoT OSs supporting low-end devices, accompanying each with a case study pertaining to

a real-world example. Second, we experimentally examine the use of such mechanisms in

both of our selected IoT OSs running on an ARM Cortex-M based low-end device. Finally,

we combine these contributions with a literature review to derive, support, and propose

nine criteria for securing OSs supporting low-end devices, we further evaluate and compare

each proposed criterion against the aforementioned IoT OSs.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT), a field characterized by the interconnection of various

networked devices (a.k.a., things), has seen unprecedented growth primarily due to

the smaller physical size, heterogeneity, energy-efficiency, and low-cost of IoT de-

vices [13, 70]. Such characteristics have enabled large amounts of these devices to

be purchased and integrated into a variety of applications. The result has been a

proliferation of so-called “smart” industries and products, spanning areas such as the

home, wearable technology, cities, health care, agriculture, industrial environments,

and more [88]. In turn, the number of connected IoT devices has reached tens of

billions and continues to rapidly grow each year [182].

The integration of such a vast number of IoT devices would likely be challenging

without a heterogeneous [138] set of hardware options supporting different deploy-

ment scenarios and use cases within the IoT. Thus, IoT devices range from high-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

end devices [89] capable of running traditional general-purpose operating systems

(OSs) found throughout the Internet of Computers (IoC) [37], such as Linux or BSD

variants, all the way down to low-end devices only capable of supporting specially

designed OSs [70, 179, 88] or bare-metal1 software.

In particular, low-end devices befit a subset of IoT use cases facing constraints,

e.g., in cost, physical size, memory, computational power, or energy. These devices

are not as capable as higher-end systems with less available storage for code and data.

As a result, organizations tasked with developing and promoting technical standards,

such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)2 and Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE)3, have put increased efforts towards standardizing se-

cure and more efficient protocols to minimize overhead for these low-end devices [45,

172, 177, 46, 131, 124, 81].

However, organizations researching and proposing standards, such as the IETF

or IEEE, typically do not play any role in integrating these various building blocks

together to create secure and usable systems [201]. Further, the large variance in

IoT hardware (even when just considering the subset of low-end devices) introduces

a need for portability across different architectures [19, 119, 164] and support for

unique platform-specific hardware-based security mechanisms. Safety is another as-

pect of the IoT, since IoT devices typically come equipped with a variety of sensors

1Software not relying on OS abstractions or services for any functionality, typically used when
trying to satisfy a very specific and restrictive set of constraints or runtime requirements.

2https://www.ietf.org/
3https://www.ieee.org/

2
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Chapter 1. Introduction

and actuators, they have the ability to directly collect information (sense) from or

interact with (actuate) their physical environment. Thus, any additional components

or techniques employed to provide security may positively benefit overall safety as

well [210]. For example, a system property relevant to both security and safety is

that of fault isolation, which works towards ensuring failures in one part of the sys-

tem do not cause other parts to fail as well [104, 34].

Yet, without a standard collection of integrated software components, fragmenta-

tion and numerous implementations of not only standardized protocols, but system

security principles in general, may occur, which if not carefully done or adhering to

security best practices, may lead to security and interoperability issues [9]. In fact,

this problem may apply to any given system. For example, in the more established

IoC, there is heavy reliance upon the advancement of modern operating systems to

meet expected standards of security and usability. As security threats constantly

grow and evolve, OSs remain as the standard platform to face such threats while

still maintaining usability. In general, OSs provide application developers with fun-

damental abstractions and interfaces to rapidly develop portable4 software, in an

arguably secure manner. Correspondingly, as the IoT industry continues to grow, so

will the need for rapid development of IoT applications, increasing the value of OSs

as platforms providing abstractions over and interfaces to necessary functionality

broadly applicable to IoT use cases. Coincidentally, opportunity for OSs provid-

ing reliable security guarantees may also apply to the subset of IoT use cases best

4Portable in the sense that applications may be developed in a similar fashion, even across different
device families and computer architectures.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

served by low-end devices, but not without challenges imposed by constraints and

the consequent limited hardware support of low-end devices.

1.1. Motivation

Worryingly, large-scale botnets, such as Mirai [9] and Hajime [133], made to target

high-end IoT devices make it clear that the large IoT attack surface [96, 210, 201] is

indeed exploitable. A reasonable concern then is whether (or rather when) exploita-

tion of these now network-connected and similarly exploitable [167, 143, 65, 62, 126]

low-end devices will occur. Despite this, increasingly complex demands within the

IoT are calling for multi-tenancy, in which multiple distinct and potentially distrust-

ful executable software components share device resources [73, 213, 104, 3]. Given

the resource constraints, multi-tenancy may introduce many security challenges.

Notably, software-based mechanisms and configuration of any available hardware

governs access to resources and determines the functionality and security capabilities

of a given device. However, some low-end devices may completely lack underlying

hardware-based security mechanisms or, when made available, these mechanisms may

be not as well understood, particularly by those coming from the IoC. For example,

when looking at general-purpose IoC OSs, it becomes apparent that well-established

and prevalent OSs, such as Linux and BSD variants, have set the status quo for what

security guarantees may be expected and what foundational mechanisms are relied

upon for such security (albeit these guarantees and expectations are in constant flux).

4



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2. Problem

We seek to identify and establish a set of criteria—heuristics, supported by experi-

mentation and research into the current literature—to inform the development and

maintenance of secure IoT OSs supporting low-end devices. The IoT is diverse and

constantly in flux, as the current number of deployments continues to increase. As

entirely new use cases for low-end devices are realized, there is a greater need for

inquiry into the security of these devices. The problem then, is how to determine

design criteria that: 1) take into account the diverse range of IoT use cases, 2) re-

late to current and actively developed IoT OSs, 3) consider threats posed by entities

within an IoT device’s life cycle and, 4) encompass potential need for hardware- or

software-based security mechanisms.

In this thesis, we pay particular attention to the last point. As mentioned, low-

end IoT devices typically have simpler hardware architectures and lack the same

hardware-based mechanisms available to high-end devices. However, in general, cer-

tain hardware- and software-based mechanisms may be considered mandatory for

upholding important security guarantees in both IoC and IoT devices. We term

these mechanisms security foundations and discuss them further in Chapter 4.

1.3. Main Contributions

This thesis has three main contributions relating to the security of operating systems

supporting low-end IoT devices. Each contribution builds upon the others to gain

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

high-level insights into security at this three-way intersection of operating systems,

Internet of Things, and low-end devices. To our knowledge, there has been little

research that focuses on this intersection, we hope that our contributions may serve

as a starting point for further research, experimentation, and discussion.

Identification and discussion of security foundations. We analyze what should

be considered as security foundations in the development of IoT OSs supporting low-

end devices. We identify several hardware- and software-based foundations and give

an example for each.

Experimental examination of security foundations. We define a set of ex-

periments for examining the application and utilization of the identified security

foundations within IoT OSs. We conduct each experiment on two actively developed

open source IoT OSs with academic origins. These experiments progressively pro-

vide insight into the security mechanisms used within each examined IoT OS. More

importantly, they allow us to examine the role and limitations of security founda-

tions, under an established threat model, in preventing or limiting damage caused

by device exploitation.

Establishment of foundational and supporting criteria. Combining the knowl-

edge gained on security foundations with the correlated experimental examination of

foundation usage in two open source IoT OSs, we establish four foundational crite-

ria. These serve as independent experimentally-derived heuristics towards realizing

an initial secure environment for the execution of software components comprising

an IoT OS. Finally, through additional research into the current literature, we es-

6
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tablish four additional supporting criteria. These are another set of independent,

and potentially just as important, heuristics leaning more towards maintaining and

supporting the security of IoT OSs which, ideally, already satisfy our proposed foun-

dational criteria. As we will discuss, foundational criteria may require thought early

in the design process of an IoT OS, while supporting criteria may be added any time

after. Together, they are meant to guide developers towards more secure designs,

and provide a considerable starting point for further research and discussion into the

security of these systems.

1.4. Thesis Organization

In Chapter 2, we provide general background information on low-end devices, out-

line the relevance of low-end devices in the IoT through two exemplary use cases,

and follow this with information about OSs that support low-end devices in the

IoT. This includes preliminary overviews of our two selected OSs, each of which is

further scrutinized throughout the paper. Shifting the focus to security, Chapter 3

details our threat model, Chapter 4 identifies and discusses several hardware- and

software-based security foundations, while Chapter 5 aims to examine these founda-

tions through a set of progressive experiments conducted across each OS on a low-end

device supported by both OSs. Chapter 6 combines the knowledge gained with a

literature review to establish our nine foundational and supporting criteria. Finally,

in Chapter 7, we conclude our findings and discuss potential future work.

7



Chapter 2.

Background

This chapter provides background information to facilitate general understanding

and provide context before our transition to security-specific content. Section 2.1

provides a more thorough definition of low-end devices, outlining what they consist

of and how they may be characterized. Section 2.2 highlights two exemplary use

cases in the IoT which evidently benefit from use of low-end devices, but that are of

sufficient complexity to potentially warrant OS support. Finally, Section 2.3 gives

a general overview of OSs supporting low-end devices in the IoT and introduces

two open-source IoT OSs of academic origin, RIOT and Tock, both of which we

continually refer to and further examine throughout this thesis.

2.1. What is a Low-End Device?

In general, a device consists of both hardware and software. Underlying hardware

serves as the primary criteria for classifying what type of software can run on any

8



Chapter 2. Background

given device [138]. In particular, low-end hardware may impose several constraints

limiting the amount or capabilities of software targeting such hardware. As men-

tioned, device constraints are often expressed in terms of cost, physical size, memory

(for code/data storage and execution), computational power, or energy consump-

tion [200, 122, 44, 57, 5]. To help categorize the spectrum of constrained devices,

the IETF has standardized three device classes [44] based on memory capacity1.

• Class 0 devices have the smallest resources (� 10 KiB of RAM and � 100

KiB Flash)

• Class 1 devices have medium-level resources (∼10 KiB of RAM and ∼100 KiB

Flash)

• Class 2 devices have the most resources (∼50 KiB of RAM and ∼250 KiB

Flash)

Class 0 devices tend to require specially designed bare-metal software due to severe

constraints in memory capacity and processing capabilities [44]. Bare-metal software

may rely on minimal abstractions [26, 184], allowing for small, efficient, and custom

programs written in suitable low-level or assembly languages. Due to memory con-

straints, software targeting Class 0 devices typically lack the resources to support

a full-fledged OS or securely communicate directly with the Internet, instead soft-

ware is directly stored then run from Flash memory without any (or a very minimal)

supporting runtime environment. Lack of rich OS abstractions (Section 2.3) means

these devices typically run monolithic (yet minimal) software targeting very specific

1Memory is expressed in kibibytes (KiB = 1024 bytes)

9



Chapter 2. Background

and well-defined use cases.

In contrast, anything significantly above Class 2 may be considered a higher-end

(IoT) device subject to fewer constraints [138]. These devices may have enough

memory and adequate hardware to support a subset of general-purpose OSs, e.g.,

custom-built Linux distributions [47, 215]. These devices may use well-established

hardware-based security foundations and networking stacks widely available to com-

modity systems (desktops, laptops, mobile phones, etc) to provide security guar-

antees and necessary Internet-communication, making them relevant and able to

adequately satisfy use cases within the IoT facing fewer constraints [37, 89].

2.1.1. Characterizing Low-End IoT Devices

Although devices categorized as Class 0 or those significantly above Class 2 will play

a role within the IoT [138], broad applicability and particular use cases may be better

served by devices categorized as Class 1 and Class 2 (Section 2.2). We will roughly

focus on devices fitting within Class 1 and Class 2. However, the memory capacity

constraints that define such classes are only one of the many aspects we must con-

sider when dealing with low-end IoT devices. Particularly because memory capacity

is constantly in flux. Memory constraints may provide considerable challenges for

some use cases, less to others, or simply be alleviated in time as technology pro-

gresses. Thus, additional constraints, such as energy, must also be considered when

taking into account the many IoT use cases that exist, some of which may have finite

10



Chapter 2. Background

or intermittent availability to energy [4].

It is worth noting that constraints are not a new problem in computing. The his-

tory of operating systems, and the hardware they were built to support, dates back

to the mid-1950s with early mainframes—expensive room-sized computers requiring

specially trained staff to operate—and progressed rapidly towards the OS-supported

phones, tablets, and personal computers we have come accustomed to today [187,

p.7-38], many of which are interconnected and form the IoC. These systems undoubt-

edly faced similar constraints to what we have discussed thus far, especially in the

earlier days. However, they were likely never considered as low-end or found to suffer

from many constraints together. A mainframe may have had memory or computa-

tional power constraints, yet it was the size of a room and demanded unreasonable

amounts of energy to perform.

The term low-end comes out of the necessity to satisfy particular use cases. The

need for small, energy-efficient, and potentially cheap devices, in turn, drives the

need for specialized low-end devices able to satisfy such constraints. In this section,

we characterize low-end IoT devices by highlighting several aspects and considering

them together. Every aspect discussed below may not be wholly unique to low-end

IoT devices, however, together they highlight considerations and challenges for the

current and future development and support of such devices in the IoT.

Microcontroller. Definitively, these devices are typically based on simple micro-

controller units (MCUs). Heterogeneous in nature, MCUs range from 8-bit MCUs

11
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(e.g., Atmel AVR [119]) all the way up to a variety of 32-bit MCUs (e.g., ARM

Cortex-M [22] or RISC-V variants [164, p.33]). Any given MCU may consist of a

central processing unit (CPU) (a.k.a., core), integrated with memory, input/out-

put (I/O) and security-related peripherals, and secondary, yet tightly integrated2,

chips for remote radio frequency (RF) communications. As depicted in Figure 2.1,

all the aforementioned components will communicate with one another through a

set of internal shared bus protocols3. Initial software may be uploaded to Flash

memory storage through physical means by connecting and uploading compiled code

over an exposed debug port, e.g., via communication over the JTAG or SWD debug

protocols [17, 82].

2Due to the integrated nature of MCUs, some may instead refer to them as system on a chips
(SoCs) [100], particularly when referring to those integrated with secondary chips. For our
purposes, MCU and SoC are interchangeable; we remain consistent in this thesis by using the
term MCU.

3Many high-end systems use highly extensible external buses, such as PCIe [84], to integrate
necessary components, e.g., non-volatile and volatile storage. Internal buses found on MCUs are
typically much simpler. A common standardized example of this is the Advanced Microcontroller
Bus Architecture (AMBA) [15, 16], commonly used in ARM MCUs [18, 22].
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Figure 2.1: MCU hardware overview

Radio. Specific to IoT, low-end devices typically must have some means for RF

communications themselves. Depending on the selected MCU, a RF radio may ei-

ther be integrated and directly accessible over its shared peripheral bus [135, 24] or

provided as an external hardware component [134, 175] connected to the MCU and

communicated with via a physical peripheral connection, e.g., UART, SPI, or I2C.

Constraints. As mentioned, Class 1 and Class 2 devices may be limited in mem-

ory, i.e., persistent Flash for code storage and non-persistent Random-Access Mem-

ory (RAM) for data storage. The constraints imposed by memory limitations may

vary depending on the use case, but nonetheless point out that developed software

must work within hardware constraints, such as memory. However, with respect to

memory, these devices have enough memory and processing capabilities to support
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specially designed, yet complex software, such as multiple networking stacks and

protocols [30, 79, 201] with the potential to communicate directly with the Inter-

net [127]. Thus, despite hardware limitations, the applicability of low-end devices

may still coincide with scenarios of non-trivial complexity and impose challenges on

software design. Moreover, certain use cases may involve long-lived battery oper-

ations [122, 200, 57, 5] or integration into physically confined areas [136, 48, 56].

Thus, constraints, particularly in hardware, energy consumption, and size (all of

which additionally relate to constraints such as cost and computational power), are

central to how we characterize low-end devices.

Single Physical Address Space. Consequently, constraints require low-end de-

vices maintain simple memory hierarchies and forgo complex memory management

(Section 4.1). An example of a resulting memory layout is depicted in Figure 2.2,

where all code stored in Flash memory and program data stored in RAM simply

share the same single physical address space. Further, for software to directly access

peripherals (including those used to interact with the physical world), peripherals

are mapped to the same physical address space as memory-mapped IO (MMIO).

We will discuss throughout this thesis the consequences of a single physical address

space, particularly with respect to the growing complexity in the IoT.

14
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Figure 2.2: Simplified MCU memory layout

Increased Developmental Cost. Potential demand for varied and increasingly

complex use cases within the IoT (Section 2.2) may result in demand for and in-

creased complexity of supporting software (and potentially hardware), as similarly

seen with the IoC. Efficiently and securely designing these systems now takes consid-

erable effort, care, and expertise. For example, devices may require correct dynamic

management of low-power modes [5, p.13-14][49, 132] if constrained in energy, wire-

less protocols operating at different frequencies for short, medium, or long range

communications [77, 201], or software satisfying a set of criteria (Chapter 6) in order

to define, establish, and maintain system security. Later discussed (Section 2.3),

Class 1 and Class 2 contain adequate memory to support specially designed IoT

OSs [70, 179, 88], such support may prove increasingly important for carefully con-

sidering constraints and decreasing developmental costs as complexity in software
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and hardware increases.

2.2. Exemplary Use Cases of Low-End Devices in

the IoT

This section reviews two different IoT use cases benefiting from or requiring use of

low-end devices. These use cases exemplify various constraints, highlight specific

demands for complex software components, and consequently provide subtle moti-

vation and context relating to the development, use, and security of OSs supporting

low-end devices in the IoT.

2.2.1. Fitness Watch

Fitness watches are devices users may wear daily to track their fitness and health-

related activities. A fitness watch may contain several sensors to collect information,

and actuators, such as small motors, to alert users. Typically, fitness watches do not

connect directly to the Internet, instead, they make remote connections to nearby

devices via low-power network protocols such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [41].

For example, a watch may connect to a more powerful mobile device (acting as a

gateway) to have collected data forwarded to a corresponding cloud service on the In-

ternet [98, 56]. Additionally, the fitness watch may receive data/notifications from a

cloud service via the smartphone [77]. Due to battery operation, power consumption

and efficiency must be considered when selecting hardware and developing software

for smart watches, as displaying rich user interfaces, performing large amounts of pro-
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cessing, and transmitting data all require energy. Additionally, for fitness watches

to be lightweight and comfortably fit on a user’s wrist, the integration of selected

sensors, batteries, and processing units may face physical size constraints depending

on the design.

Figure 2.3: Fitness watches

For the reasons above, low-end IoT devices may be deemed a reasonable choice in

the design of a fitness watch. In fact, a teardown [63] of a Fitbit4 Flex (top watch

in Figure 2.3) reveals its main processing unit is a low-power ARM-based Cortex-

M3 [18] MCU [23] fitting directly between Class 1 and Class 2 (Section 2.1.1) con-

nected to an on-board BLE hardware module. Similarly, looking at a teardown [59]

for more complex device by Fitbit, the Ionic (bottom watch in Figure 2.3) is simi-

larly supported by a low-power (yet more feature rich) ARM-based Cortex-M4 [22]

MCU [199], slightly above Class 2 in terms of memory, but evidently facing similar

4https://www.fitbit.com
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constraints in energy as any other fitness watch. Interestingly, the Ionic provides a

rich graphical user interface (GUI) and app store running atop the specially designed

proprietary Fitbit OS5. Applications6 may be provided by third-parties and, due to

prior discussion (Section 2.1.1), we may assume7 run within a single physical address

space once loaded by the OS.

For these simpler and cheaper fitness-oriented devices, MCU-based hardware may

play a role in enabling several days worth of usage before recharging the battery [60,

p.8][61, p.8]. In contrast, smart watches provide feature-rich functionality and typi-

cally support tailored versions of well-known general-purpose OSs requiring complex

hardware but, for example, have shorter battery life8. However, as displayed by the

Ionic watch, low-end IoT devices, like fitness watches, are becoming more complex.

Supporting multiple applications on simple MCU-supported devices introduces com-

plexity and always-on network connections, BLE in this case, introduces potential

for adversarial interactions [203]. Abstractions provided by an OS (Section 2.3) may

help reduce the complexity of developing such systems, yet the foundational means

for securing such OSs or criteria to help guide secure development have not been

studied as thoroughly compared to general-purpose OSs.

5https://www.fitbit.com/technology/fitbit-os
6https://gallery.fitbit.com/apps
7Fitbit OS being completely proprietary means we can not easily confirm our assumptions first-

hand.
8For example, the Apple watch only supports 6–18 hours of usage [11].
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2.2.2. Wireless Sensor Network Node

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are comprised of large numbers of interconnected

nodes utilizing one or more sensors to monitor surrounding physical and environ-

mental conditions, e.g., vibration, temperature, sound, light, etc. WSN nodes may

be similarly categorized as low-end devices [94]; they are equipped with wireless

transceivers and typically distinguished by their low-cost, low-power, scarce memory

capacity, and basic processing capabilities making the networks they form broadly

applicable in a variety of applications, such as home and building automation, agri-

culture, health care services, smart grids, and more [219].

Figure 2.4: Example 6LoWPAN network stack overview

Interestingly, WSNs based on IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Net-

work (6LoWPAN) [101] technologies and standards have an adaption layer allowing

them to directly connect to the Internet (and hence partake in the greater IoT) [95].
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Shown in Figure 2.4, a 6LoWPAN networking stack is fundamentally supported by

the IEEE802.15.4 standard [81] defining the physical (PHY) layer and medium ac-

cess control (MAC) layer for these low-end wireless devices. The 6LoWPAN adaption

layer [123] enables the transmission of IPv6 [53] packets over an IEEE802.15.4 link,

primarily providing header compression, fragmentation and reassembly, and state-

less autoconfiguration (as outlined in RFC 4944). Consequently, 6LoWPAN devices

may communicate directly with the Internet using standard IP-based protocols such

as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [146]. IEEE802.15.4 and 6LoWPAN along

with other protocols, such as the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy

Networks (RPL) [209] or Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [177], provide

efficient, practical, and standardized means for connecting devices to the Internet

that would otherwise be too constrained for using conventional networking protocols.

Developing a full-fledged 6LoWPAN networking stack (or any networking stack in

general) is not an easy task, especially given constraints and highly heterogeneous

low-end hardware. Evidently, many individuals researching 6LoWPAN rely on im-

plementations primarily provided by IoT OSs [95, 219, 214] for experimentation,

IoT OSs potentially serve as platforms with established abstractions and implemen-

tations. For these same reasons, IoT OSs serve as good platforms for developing

real-world 6LoWPAN applications, however, the real-world brings potential for ad-

versarial entities and interactions (Chapter 3), thus, security may be an important

requirement for such applications (Section 6.7).

In addition to security, the deployability and energy consumption of WSNs are
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important aspects to consider [3, 30]. Developing devices or platforms [3] support-

ing multiple applications sharing resources may reduce the deployment burden and

cost of experimentation, yet introduces the aforementioned challenges of dealing with

multi-tenancy. Moreover, the most scarce resource within WSNs—energy—may re-

quire notable considerations by software providing runtime environments (e.g., IoT

OSs) for 6LoWPAN-based WSNs, especially for WSNs solely reliant on energy-

harvesting methods for power [4]. Providing means to determine energy used for

a given task on an IoT device may be a novel feature provided by software under-

pinning the runtime of such applications, a feature potentially easier achieved by

systems providing distinct (i.e., multi-tenant) fully mediated applications with the

capability of isolating and monitoring energy consumption [2].

2.3. Operating Systems Supporting Low-End

Devices in the IoT

Operating systems may avoid redundant developments and maintenance costs for

low-end devices within the IoT, particularly if the OS can broadly satisfy a majority

of use cases in a secure and efficient manner. However, to achieve broad adoption

several considerations must be made during the initial and continued development

of such systems, some of which we highlight below:

Resource Constraints. Evidently, due to the memory-constrained nature of low-

end IoT devices, a small memory footprint is required of the OS to fit on the device

and provide enough additional space for user applications. Further, certain use cases
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may be constrained by limited energy sources, thus, will require an energy-efficient

OS, for example, one using available deep sleep modes or optimized preemptive task

scheduling to reduce power consumption.

Limited Hardware Support. As a consequence of the aforementioned resource

constraints, low-end devices forgo complex hardware. As discussed, the most promi-

nent consequence of this is the single physical address space, the memory space that

all software, including that of the OS, exists in, shares, and can directly access (in

the absence of any preventative mechanisms). OSs supporting low-end devices can

not rely on the same hardware-based foundations for providing security; achieving

similar or improving upon the security guarantees commonly found within IoC will

always be met by limited hardware support. Certain MCUs may simply lack any

alternative hardware-based security mechanisms altogether, design goals thus must

take into account what can be realistically achieved, both through available hardware

and in software.

Differing Uses Cases. If being developed to support a broad range of IoT uses

cases pertaining to low-end devices, OSs may need to consider supporting a diverse

set of low-end hardware. The vast selection of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)

hardware—hardware typically publicly documented and easily available for purchase—

alone provides a wide variety of options, each variably addressing trade-offs between

satisfying constraints or offering additional hardware-based functionality. In turn,

OS developers must consider these trade-offs and how they may affect functionality,

efficiency, security, and applicability to differing uses cases.
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Additionally, timely and deterministic execution (i.e., known worst-case execution

times and interrupt latency) between software tasks may be mandatory for certain

use cases. Thus, if aiming towards wider adoption, an IoT OS may benefit from pro-

viding deterministic runtime guarantees, commonly referred to as being a real-time

operating system (RTOS).

Finally, differing use cases may require different communication protocols. As

a result, OSs may need to support several networking stacks for seamless network

connectivity through a variety of protocols [70].

Multi-Tenancy. Multi-tenancy is where multiple applications may be indepen-

dently developed then loaded onto a device for execution. Although not every IoT

use case will call for multi-tenancy, those that do, which rely on or require low-end

devices, may face barriers leading to redundancy in design, software development,

and network maintenance, if made to only support one dedicated software applica-

tion [213, p.3-7].

Referring back to Section 2.2, we learned, whether it was to allow users to download

third-party applications from an app store, reduce deployment burdens and costs, or

determine energy usage of distinct tasks, that each use case could benefit from multi-

tenancy. Yet, multi-tenancy may greatly affect OS design requirements, especially

with respect to security [73] and particularly in the face of constraints and limited

hardware support.
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2.3.1. General Overview

Given these considerations, discussion on how IoT OSs may protect themselves and

the applications they serve will be important, especially before any one of them be-

comes widely adopted. However, before focusing purely on security, we must first

understand the components and abstractions IoT OSs need and may provide for

general functionality and fundamental operations.

In any case, execution of an IoT OS begins within the kernel. The kernel de-

fines important system properties regarding modularity, scheduling, programming

model, memory allocation, supported programming languages, and provided abstrac-

tions [70]. For example, the programming model defines how application developers

model their program, typically with respect to concurrency and inter-process com-

munication (IPC). Generically depicted in Figure 2.5, the primary set of software

components comprising an IoT OS kernel may be considered to be self-contained

building blocks. Many of these blocks may build upon the ones below them, defining

additional functionality or providing abstractions to be used by user applications in

the end.

Overall, kernel design choices directly impact the overall functionality, capability,

flexibility, and security of the entire system. However, as software is confined to

a single physical address space, the boundary between user applications and the

kernel may be less distinct. Nonetheless, abstractions provided by the kernel may

be realized as an application programming interface (API), a set of methods either
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directly invokable or requiring a hardware-based context switch to be used. Below

we give a brief overview of likely software components and abstractions provided, for

general functionality, by an IoT OS kernel.

Figure 2.5: Generic layout of an OS for low-end IoT devices

Hardware Abstraction Layer. The hardware abstraction layer (HAL) serves to

abstract the underlying hardware by providing a well-defined and portable inter-

face over various MCUs, including the CPU core, interrupt handling functionality,

and common peripherals (e.g., GPIO, UART, I2C, etc). In many cases, developers

will start development on commercial off-the-shelf development boards9, thus, the

HAL may include support for commonly purchased boards containing extra on-board

hardware (e.g., LEDs, buttons, etc).

9See Figure 5.1 for one such example.
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Core Kernel. Potentially the most important design decision for any OS. The

core kernel can be designed using several different architectures; examples such as

the exokernel, microkernel, monolithic, or hybrid approach [70] all provide different

functionality, each with their own advantages or disadvantages. For example, the

microkernel approach aims to provide a minimal set of features (e.g., scheduling and

memory allocation) in the core kernel, then allow for greater space (i.e., program

memory) and flexibility for developers to extend this functionality (e.g., through ad-

ditional device drivers or system libraries). Interestingly, microkernels may provide

several security benefits [40, 74], primarily due to separation of privileges (supported

by hardware-based mechanisms). However, within the heterogeneous set of IoT de-

vices, some simple devices, e.g., those based on 8-bit AVR MCUs [119], lack multiple

privilege modes (and means to subsequently enforce isolation). Thus, microkernel

approaches may not gain the equivalent security benefits depending on OS imple-

mentation and supported hardware. We discuss this further in Chapter 4.

The core kernel must also provide some way for applications and drivers to be

loaded then scheduled. This, in turn, defines the primary concurrency model of

the OS and greatly impacts important system properties, such as energy efficiency,

real-time capabilities, and security.

Device Drivers. Each external device, e.g., sensor, actuator, or external radio may

communicate over MCU peripherals abstracted by the HAL. However, each external

device may require (vendor-)specific setup commands and subsequent communication

flows. Device drivers provide easy-to-use and MCU agnostic interfaces to external
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devices, typically relying on HAL constructs for underlying communication.

System Libraries. Developed atop the aforementioned components, system li-

braries implement additional useful functionality. This may include entire net-

working stacks implementing various protocols, such as link layer protocols (e.g.,

IEEE802.15.4, BLE) and application layer protocols (e.g., DHCP, DNS, CoAP). Ad-

ditionally, libraries may include cryptography primitives, filesystems, and supporting

utilities for application developers to utilize when building their IoT systems.

Overall, one of the primary goals of an IoT OS is to equip users with the tools

and interfaces for rapid and portable development of applications targeting low-end

devices. Ideally, developers should be able to load multiple independent applications

onto the same device and have guarantees that, upon execution, each application will

not greatly affect the others, unless explicitly specified. We will discuss this further,

after we establish a threat model (Chapter 3) for these low-end IoT devices.

2.3.2. RIOT Overview

RIOT [31] is an open source OS [158], actively developed by a growing world-wide

community. It aims to minimize resource usage, support a very broad range of (8-

bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit) MCUs [33], reduce code duplication across configurations,

provide code portability across supported hardware, be easy-to-program, and provide

soft real-time capabilities [31]. RIOT is implemented in the C programming language

and mainly supports applications written in C or C++.
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Figure 2.6: RIOT OS overview

RIOT can be thought about using self-contained building blocks [31], as seen in

Figure 2.6. Starting with the hardware-dependent blocks, cpu relates to supported

MCU families (e.g., ATmega, STM32, nRF52), providing functionality to support

startup, power management, interrupt handling, and context switching [156]. Within

each supported MCU family, periph provides the hardware abstractions for the va-

riety of supported peripherals (e.g., GPIO, I2C, etc). Finally, boards selects, con-

figures and maps the target MCU, defining the physical devices RIOT supports in

general.

RIOT’s kernel is developed in a modular fashion. The core implements important

kernel functionality (e.g., schedulers, memory allocation, etc) and basic data struc-

tures. Through core, RIOT provides an efficient, but optional, multi-threading pro-
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gramming model, whereby, each user-defined task is run in its own thread and given

a priority value on creation (higher values mean lower priority). Concurrency primi-

tives such as mutexes, semaphores, and message queues provided by the kernel enable

inter-process communication and synchronization between tasks. Further, based off

of these fixed task priorities, RIOT employs a tickless (i.e., interrupt triggered and

not dependent on periodic system timer ticks) scheduler, allowing for soft real-time

capabilities via deterministic context switching between threads. Low-priority tasks

can be preempted in order to deal with higher-priority tasks or interrupts [31]. If

there are no pending events, the RIOT kernel will automatically switch to an idle

thread, with the lowest priority, putting the MCU into the deepest possible sleep

state to reduce energy consumption.
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1 #include <thread.h>
2

3 char stack[THREAD_STACKSIZE_MAIN];
4

5 void *thread_handler(void *arg) {
6 (void)arg;
7 puts("In another thread!");
8 return NULL;
9 }

10

11 // User application begins here, starting in the main thread
12 int main(void) {
13 puts("In main thread!");
14 thread_create(stack, // Start of preallocated stack memory
15 sizeof(stack), // Size of the thread's stack in bytes
16 THREAD_PRIORITY_MAIN - 1, // Priority of the new thread
17 0, // Optional flags (omitted)
18 thread_handler, // Pointer to code executed in new thread
19 NULL, // Argument to the function
20 "thread"); // Human readable thread descriptor
21 puts("Continuing in main thread!");
22 return 0;
23 }

Listing 2.1: Creating a thread in RIOT

The drivers block includes device drivers implemented separately from the core

kernel. One or more of these software modules can be optionally included along with

the core kernel, typically providing a high-level abstracted interface to components

connected or communicating with the MCU, such as sensors, actuators, or network

transceivers [31]. Importantly, they are independent of underlying hardware, can be

instantiated more than once, and typically aim to provide a high-level API for easy

interaction.
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RIOT uses static memory allocation (i.e., allocation only on the stack) within the

kernel, allowing it to meet stricter timing requirements through constant time ker-

nel tasks (e.g., scheduling or handling inter-process communication). However, it is

possible for drivers to make use of dynamic memory allocation, but this is heavily

avoided by RIOT developers, as outlined in their coding conventions [155]. In con-

trast, dynamic memory allocation methods are provided for users to freely use in

their application code. [70].

Finally, sys, pkg, and sys/net provide system libraries (e.g., cryptography, file

systems, etc), additional third-party components, and networking components re-

spectively. Application developers use these libraries to implement their primary

IoT-related logic/tasks.

2.3.3. Tock Overview

Initially proposed in 2014 [142], Tock [104] is an open source [198] OS actively de-

veloped by a growing community of contributors. It aims to provide concurrency,

memory efficiency, dependability, fault isolation, and the ability to dynamically load

applications [104]. Implemented in the Rust programming language [117], the Tock

kernel uses Rust-specific features (Section 4.2.2) to gain compile-time memory safety

guarantees and develop powerful abstractions over various hardware and software

components. Tock supports user applications written in a number of supported

languages, leveraging hardware-based mechanisms (Section 4.1.1) found on modern
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MCUs to isolate each individual application. Due to its hardware requirements, Tock

currently only supports modern ARM and RISC-V based 32-bit MCUs.

As depicted in Figure 2.7, Tock can be broken down into a set of fundamental

building blocks. The arch component includes architecture-specific code (e.g., for

different Cortex-M families) providing hardware-specific methods to make context

switches or kernel system calls [195]. Related, the chips component is analogous to

a traditional HAL implementation for various MCU specific peripherals (e.g., GPIO,

UART, I2C, SPI), in turn, used by the boards component to configure a particular

Tock platform (i.e., supported development board), defining its proper IO pin states,

initializing the kernel, and loading initial applications [195].

Figure 2.7: Tock OS overview
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Tock follows the microkernel approach, in which only essential functionality such as

schedulers, system calls, and process/memory management are implemented within

a small trusted kernel core. Tock capsules are additional, untrusted, kernel compo-

nents designed to meet strictly enforced implementation requirements. In particular,

each capsule is an instance of a Rust struct [104] sandboxed by Rust’s type-system.

Each capsule can directly interact with another through explicitly exposed public

fields or functions, but are otherwise governed by Rust’s safety guarantees [104].

This allows for fine-grained isolation and interaction between these untrusted cap-

sules, with minimal overhead [104].

Tock establishes a multiprogramming environment (Section 4.1) for user applica-

tion(s), in which each application is compiled and flashed independently from the

kernel, then subsequently scheduled (following a round-robin policy by default) to

execute as an independent process. Processes can be preempted but have a lower

priority than kernel events, meaning long-running computations can be executed

within processes without worry of blocking [104]. Rather than the Rust-based type

system sandboxing used for capsules, processes are confined via physical memory

protection (PMP), a hardware-based mechanism we discuss further in Section 4.1.1.

Use of PMP enables Tock application code to be written in a number of supported

languages, however, due to hardware-based isolation, user applications must have an

established interface to request kernel services. For this, Tock maintains userland

libraries for the C [188] and Rust[197] programming languages. Thus, developers pri-

marily write user applications in one of the languages corresponding to said userland

libraries. Loaded processes may then interact with the kernel through the set of es-
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tablished system calls or with each other using kernel-defined IPC mechanisms [104].

Scheduling within the Tock kernel itself differs from the processes it manages.

The kernel is event-driven, meaning kernel execution does not resume until a context

switch is triggered by an asynchronous hardware interrupt or system call. Any events

that can occur, are statically allocated within an event queue, only made possible

because the number of events can be determined at compile-time [104]. When an

event is triggered, the kernel (which includes capsules) executes cooperatively and are

non-preemptive (i.e., run until completion). However, to avoid blocking for requests

requiring physical I/O operations, kernel interfaces (accessible through system calls)

process all I/O operations asynchronously, allowing kernel components to return

immediately then issue a callback when the offloaded I/O request completes10 [194].

10Although Tock avoids blocking on I/O requests, e.g., through configuration and use of direct-
memory access (DMA) controllers, any other standard computations that can not be offloaded
will block. Consequently, Tock currently does not provide real-time guarantees for interactions
with the kernel.
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Figure 2.8: Memory layout of a Tock process [190]

Finally, memory management for Tock capsules is handled through a unique ab-

straction called grants. In addition to its program data (i.e., heap, data, and stack

regions), each process is provided with a so-called grant region at the top of its address

space [194]. This region cannot be read from or written to directly by the process

(enforced by PMP), rather capsules dynamically allocate (kernel-owned heap) data

within the grant regions of processes they interact with [104]. A memory grant is

allocated when a process first calls a given capsule, leveraging the Rust type-system,

references to resources created inside a grant can not escape this region and can be

immediately reclaimed if a process dies or is replaced [104].
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2.3.4. Further Discussion

Both RIOT and Tock roughly fit the aforementioned general description of an IoT

OS, yet evidently differ from one another in underlying design. Overwhelmingly, IoT

OSs follow a multi-threading programming model similar to RIOT or a closely related

event-driven11 model [70]. In contrast, Tock deviates from these models by instead

providing a multiprogramming-based model. Processes within a multiprogrammed

system may be scheduled similarly to tasks within a multi-threaded system, however,

as we will discuss, despite the increased complexity of supporting processes, estab-

lishing distinctly located and fixed-sized executable applications (e.g., processes) may

be necessary when relying on hardware-based foundations (Section 4.1) to provide

security guarantees, as Tock does. Isolation enforced using such mechanisms grants

Tock with the ability to protect the rest of the system (i.e., single physical address

space) from potentially erroneous or attacker-controlled processes, even those writ-

ten in prevalent programming languages, such as C or C++.

Notably, in addition to hardware-based mechanisms, Tock utilizes software-based

mechanisms (Section 4.2) to further reduce its set of trusted components. In com-

puting, trust typically implies confidence that a component is guaranteed to always

behave in an expected manner for its intended purpose [114]. However, it may also

imply a component must be trusted, i.e., there is no other choice, and it is exempted

from further checks. The former implies an attacker gaining control of the compo-

11In an event-driven system, primary tasks typically only execute once a corresponding external
event (e.g., interrupt) is triggered, otherwise execution either remains idle or within a simple
main loop.
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nent should not be able to make it misbehave (especially in ways effecting the larger

system), where in the latter it may be assumed an attacker controlled component

may be made to misbehave. Nonetheless, we can see trust is orthogonal to security,

thus establishing trust models for all system components (Section 6.2) may help de-

fine or even improve the security of an IoT OS. We will examine these ideas further,

particularly with respect to the intrinsic design choices forming the foundations of

our two selected OSs (Chapter 5).

Although, RIOT shares many similarities with other IoT OSs, it claims to be an

OS to rule them all [33], due to its ability to support the whole spectrum of IoT

devices. Tock on the other only supports modern 32-bit devices, as they provide the

hardware-based mechanisms relied upon by Tock. Thus, RIOT may serve as a prime

example of a typical IoT OS, whereas Tock illustrates a novel, but potentially not as

broadly applicable, implementation. Despite this, both RIOT and Tock have been

deployed in at least one12 real-life (and seemingly similar) IoT-related scenarios [118,

3]. More generally, because execution begins with the OS and subsequent execution

of user applications may be managed by the OS, securing deployments relying on

IoT OSs may be best addressed at the OS level. Thus, by researching the security of

these two well-established systems, we may achieve generalizable knowledge for the

secure development and adoption of IoT OSs.

12There may certainly be many more real-life deployments utilizing RIOT or Tock. Notably, many
gather at the annual RIOT Summit [159] to discuss the state of RIOT, a potential testament
to the traction RIOT has gained in the community.
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2.4. Summary

This chapter characterized low-end devices, their relevance and use in the IoT, and

how OS support for these devices may be crucial to their development, growth, and,

as we will continue to examine, security in the IoT. The rising diverse demands and

complexity of these systems coupled with the constraints inherent to low-end devices

outline the formidable challenges OS development can and will face, particularly

when contrasted with development in the well-established IoC. An interesting con-

clusion may be that common assumptions held for OSs within the IoC should not be

hastily made for IoT OSs, until examined further. In particular, resource constraints

on low-end devices impose design differences and challenges for IoT OSs. For ex-

ample, effective hardware-based security technologies applicable to high-end devices,

such as the trusted platform module (TPM) [69], become less relevant to low-end

devices due to the incurred costs, physical size requirements, and power consump-

tion [1]. Similarly, a well-defined kernel space and user space, in which the former

is presumed isolated and of higher privilege than the latter, commonly assumed en-

forced in IoC OSs certainly may not always hold true for IoT OSs supporting low-end

devices. Aspects we explore further with our foray into security, which we begin next

by establishing our threat model.
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Threat Model

Every IoT device follows a life cycle. The start of this life cycle may be traced as

far back to initial fabrication of the chip and assembly of the device, then continue

through to a software provisioning stage, and finally be transferred to a destination or

user for continued use. Without a doubt, potential threats can arise at several points

throughout this life cycle. A device–which by our definition, includes the hardware,

IoT OS, and the user applications running as part of the OS–will unavoidably be

handled by multiple entities, then deployed and used in a wide range of physical

environments for varied use cases, some of which can not be anticipated beforehand.

Once deployed, these systems can sense and actuate in the physical world or commu-

nicate information over some physical or wireless medium. In this chapter, we focus

on aspects of the device cycle most relevant to the execution of IoT OSs and the

applications they serve. Relevance here is dictated primarily by what any given IoT

OS may realistically provide defenses against. Thus, subsequent discussion starts by
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identifying entities involved in the IoT device life cycle, allowing us to narrow down

those relevant to our discussion, the threats they pose, and high-level goals IoT OSs

may seek to start defending against said threats.

3.1. Entities Within the IoT Device Life Cycle

Recalling our prior discussion on trust in computing (Section 2.3.4), we next discuss

entities involved in the IoT device life cycle through a similar lens. In this section, we

aim to determine the extent of trust inherent to the entities or more importantly, the

hardware or software components they manage, develop, or interact with which relate

to any given IoT OS. We closely follow and generalize the model proposed by Levy et

al. [104] to help identify entities, expanding upon their work where necessary. Entities

identified by Levy et al. may be thought of as potentially indistinct or overlapping

logical groups comprised of one or more physical entities [109]. These logical entities

may interact with an IoT device, for a specific reason, at a given point in the life cycle.

As we will find, each entity may not be granted with the same level of trust, and

this differing allocation of trust is what will form the basis of subsequent discussion

on threats posed to and security goals of an IoT OS.

Device integrators. The original logical entities completely in control of inte-

grating MCU hardware and software. In certain scenarios, integrators may design

and assemble the printed-circuit board (PCB) themselves through the integration of

an MCU and any external electronic components (e.g., network transceivers). The

integrator may then provision the MCU with software (e.g., IoT OS kernel). Con-
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sequently, the device integrator’s liability may be to determine the authenticity of

provisioned software (and hardware), as well as modeling against threats expected

during the device’s life cycle. For our purposes, this provisioning entity must be and

is expected to be trusted.

Core kernel developers. Formed by core project members or external contrib-

utors involved in developing the core kernel functionality. The core is where code

execution begins upon system power on/reset. Thus, unavoidably core functionality

developed by these entities must be granted some level of ungoverned trust at run-

time, but will ideally be minimal (Section 6.1) in terms of code size and thoroughly

audited beforehand (Section 6.9).

Kernel component developers. Formed by core project members, external con-

tributors, or third-party vendors involved with supplying kernel software components

eventually directly invokable by others. Software flaws in components such as drivers

or system libraries may be mitigated by enforcing additional access restrictions and

resource isolation (part of or configured by the trusted core kernel), thus compo-

nents (and their developers) beyond the core should also be audited and preferable

not require trust1.

Application developers. The entities developing software for a given IoT device

to provide end-user functionality. Any developed (user) application(s) loaded onto

1Removing trust in certain kernel components is not an easy task. In fact, widely used general-
purpose OSs, such as Linux, do not achieve this goal. However, there are exemplary systems,
such as seL4 [173], achieving kernel component isolation and consequently gaining the security
benefits [40].
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the device must adhere to the underlying OSs programming model upon execution.

Further, applications may be provided by multiple (potentially distrustful) stakehold-

ers, directly utilize untrusted kernel components, or contain software flaws. Thus,

we model applications (and their developers) as untrusted and potentially malicious.

Overall, erroneous or malicious access to resources belonging to kernel components

and other distinct units of execution developed by the application developers should

ideally be mediated and governed by the underlying OS kernel.

End-users. Finally, end-users may arbitrarily interact with a deployed device.

This may be for legitimate uses, such as benign interaction or installing/updat-

ing applications. However, end-users in particular may also be considered potential

attackers (e.g., against publicly accessible devices) and are modeled as such. There

should be no trust in interactions carried out by these entities.

3.2. Attacker Capabilities

Given different levels of trust between the aforementioned entities and components,

we must consider each introduced component and how they may be interacted with

once deployed. Before discussing that which is untrusted, we first discuss that which

we trust. Doing so may provide useful context for later discussion relating to our

primary focus on attacks originating from untrusted entities and components.

Namely, we define device integrators, core kernel developers, and the hardware and

software components they provide as trusted. Consequently, we also consider entities
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that may interact with a device before the device integrator as trusted, e.g., those

involved in manufacturing the hardware and others within the supply chain. This is

not to say security risks may not originate from these entities. On the contrary, at-

tacks at the supply chain level, such as the SolarWinds attack [145], show threats can

be introduced even before later entities start interacting with a device. However, we

deem such attacks out of scope for this thesis, precluding topics such as secure/ver-

ified boot [110, 144]. Instead, we focus our considerations towards threats that may

arise after software provided by the core kernel developers2 is already loaded, i.e.,

threats that an OS architecture may directly address and threats occurring at run-

time.

Shifting our focus to such threats, we defined the following entities as untrusted:

1) kernel component developers, 2) application developers and, 3) end-users. These

entities may have malicious intent. Moreover, when considering scenarios demanding

multi-tenancy, certain entities may be considered as mutually distrustful stakehold-

ers, for example, competing companies providing separate user applications to be

executed by one IoT OS (Section 2.2.1). Such distrust may extend into the kernel it-

self, where stakeholders may provide kernel drivers or system libraries, granting such

components kernel-level access (whether there is such distinction or not). Evidently,

user applications and kernel components (both of which are now assumed to be un-

trusted) may each be thought of as distinct components (Section 2.3). However, an

OS’s ability to restrict or mediate the execution of each component may govern its

2Recall, we defined core kernel developers as trusted, primarily because later entities are reliant
upon system properties established by the core kernel.
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ability to limit potential damage caused by erroneous or malicious code execution.

Any untrusted entity or component has the potential to cause (intentional or unin-

tentional) damage, leading us to model them as an attacker.

We model attacker capability within the context of IoT OSs, focusing on the

primary interfaces to the system. Attackers may pose threats locally over phys-

ical peripheral-based communication protocols (e.g., UART, USB, CAN, etc), or

remotely over RF communications (e.g., USB, Zigbee, etc). We omit attacks con-

ducted over exposed debugging ports, e.g., JTAG or SWD [153], as these give an

attacker omniscient view through mechanisms beyond the scope of potential OS-

based defenses. We also omit most advanced [36] (potentially remote or physical)

passive (e.g., microarchitectural power analysis or timing side-channels [90, 64]) or

active (e.g., intrusive fault injection [78] or physical chip decapping [66]) attacks.

These omissions may be grouped into potential attacks that may potentially be mit-

igated by defenses beyond the OS, for example, disablement of debug ports, tamper-

resistant casing, or epoxy-based solutions preventing unwarranted access/tampering.

Attackers may carry out various communication or software attacks [201]. We

assume attackers are capable of initiating, controlling, sniffing, or modifying com-

munication channels, and can conduct man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks. However,

we assume the Dolev-Yao model [58], where if cryptographic primitives are available

and used, the attacker is assumed incapable of breaking these primitives, but may

otherwise try and find weaknesses in device security mechanisms or (communication)

protocols provided by the OS. Software attacks on the other hand, may target flaws
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such as buffer mismanagement [186, 126, 62, 65] or unsanitized input [140, p.268-

269], likely exploitable over one or more established communication channel.

3.3. Security Goals

A central problem in OS security is that of resource management [140, p.126][87,

p.1]. Ideally, each component should have a restricted/limited set of resources always

made available to them, allowing them to solely conduct the tasks required of them

and then explicitly and exclusively grant access to specific owned resources to other

components, systems, or users. The quintessential resource on a low-end device is

memory3. More specifically, resources belonging within the single physical address

space that code, data, and peripherals can be accessed from. Figure 3.1, inspired by

the work of Prinetto and Roascio [147], depicts how an intentional or unintentional

operation originating from an external interaction or untrusted system component

(outlined in our attacker model) may result in an access violation.

3Memory is not the only resource however. For example, we will later discuss that CPU registers
may hold critical data or state information as well.
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Figure 3.1: Access violation map

Consequently, OS security in general may work towards preventing access viola-

tions caused by unwarranted read (R), write (W), and/or execute (X) operations.

This may be achieved through establishing, enforcing, and providing security mecha-

nisms to mitigate against the exploitation of system components and limit potential

for any access violations by compromised/untrusted components. Naturally, founda-

tional security mechanisms (Chapter 4) start with the trusted core kernel developers,

as code they develop begins execution upon system power on/reset before any other.

Subsequently executed components (e.g., kernel drivers, system libraries, etc) built

atop the core may be subject to mechanisms enforced by the core, but may them-

selves require non-trivial considerations towards adhering to design principles for
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security [140, p.20-24]. General principles or contextualized criteria (Chapter 6)

may serve as empirical guidelines4 to help developers achieve a set of abstract secu-

rity goals to prevent the result of an access violation, such as those comprising the

well-established [28, Ch.53][140, p.3] CIA triad discussed below:

• Confidentiality. Resources belonging to one component are not stolen/read

by another, unless given explicit permission to do so. For example, one user ap-

plication should not be able to arbitrarily read data of another user application

or any kernel resource except through well-defined and explicit interfaces.

• Integrity. Ensuring any resource belonging to one component or another that

is supposed to be in a particular state remains unaltered, except by that which

is authorized to do so. Note, beyond cross-component integrity, this may also

partially apply to resources within the attacker-controlled component itself.

For example, an OS may enforce applications protected by a software-based

stack canary [186], where ensuring the integrity of the canary may help prevent

against certain stack-based overflow attacks typically used to maliciously alter

normal code execution flow.

• Availability. Access to information or services provided by certain compo-

nents for its own or others’ use should not be inhibited by an attacker. For

example, if a thread/process is modeled as an independent computational re-

source, any other untrusted component (including any other thread/process)

should ideally be prevented from prematurely terminating such computation.

4https://www.linzhong.org/opinions/sciencesofsystembuilding.html
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Any given IoT OS attempting to provide some level of security may inevitably

have to confront the above security goals in an attempt to mitigate against access

violations. Yet, involved entities must also confront device constraints, heterogene-

ity, potentially limited hardware support, and increasingly complex demands such as

multi-tenant application support inherent or becoming apparent for low-end devices

when designing, building on top of, or deploying hardware utilizing any given IoT

OS. Now, with our threat model in place and while keeping these goals in mind, we

may start discussing and examining the security of IoT OSs.
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Security Foundations for OSs

Supporting Low-End Devices in

the IoT

Foundations are critical mechanisms adopted to uphold certain system properties and

goals. Particular to our discussion, security foundations are hardware- or software-

based mechanisms typically requiring consideration and tight integration during the

initial developmental stages of an OS to effectively uphold its security guarantees.

Once integrated, foundations may require significant efforts to change once non-

trivially further developed on top of or relied upon. These changes may be required

at the kernel or user application level, or both, either of which may alter the mental

model and assumptions of developers or users, likely requiring extensive updates to

supporting items, such as documentation.
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Foundations relate to the security principle of security by design [140, p.24] which,

in our case, core kernel developers may heed when initially developing their system.

In systems security, failing to do so may produce overly vulnerable systems [40],

and leave them vulnerable until extraneous incremental efforts towards introducing

strong foundations after the fact1 are made [106]. Correspondingly, security foun-

dations relevant to IoT OSs may help work towards adhering to security by design;

any foundation adequately integrated into the system may serve as the critical last

line of defense upholding relevant security goals.

If an OS were to become ubiquitous (or advertise such readiness [33]) for low-end

devices within the IoT, these foundational security guarantees should be known and

understood. Security foundations (or lack thereof) may be critical for an IoT OS to

securely satisfy particular use cases, such as those requiring multi-tenancy. In our

case, examining foundational hardware- and software-based mechanisms within the

IoT OS design space serves as our first step towards understanding the set of high-

level criteria such systems may satisfy to define, establish, and maintain security

more broadly.

1Note, necessary efforts to improve security in the first place might only be realized once the given
system has already been identified as lacking strong security guarantees.
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4.1. Hardware-Based Security

Hardware-based security [147] involves any mechanism dependent on underlying hard-

ware support to protect certain system resources against access violations made by

malicious or untrusted components. In our context, we focus on readily available

COTS hardware, as the OSs we reference, whether pertaining to the IoC or IoT,

primarily support such hardware. In general, the architectural details of a specific

physically implemented COTS CPU are specified by an instruction set architecture

(ISA). Many ISA specifications are well-established and share high-level commonal-

ities among one another, including those specifying mechanisms relevant to security.

However, as we discuss below, no matter how efficient an implementation of an ISA

is, certain specifications may better align with specific device classes and their cor-

responding applications.

To contrast with later, we briefly discuss hardware-based security mechanisms re-

lating to the high-end class of devices. The CPUs on these high-end devices typically

implement concepts around virtual memory [83], commonly generalized as an em-

bodied unit called the memory management unit (MMU), which may be used to

restrict accessible regions of memory for any given process. Through the dynamic

configuration of an MMU, the OS (kernel) may establish mappings from virtual

pages (allocated regions of memory) belonging to a process to physical frames2. As

depicted in Figure 4.1, processes are given the illusion of owning their own full pri-

2Multiple processes may reference the same physical frame [86]. This is typically achieved through
explicit access to shared resources mediated by the OS. However, ensuring safe synchronization
between aliased memory is typically left to the application developer.
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vate (virtual) address space, but in reality all memory is mediated and mapped by

the OS onto the physical address space of the given device.

Figure 4.1: Depiction of virtual memory management

If any process could also configure the MMU, all isolation guarantees could be

lost. To prevent this, systems rely on multiple hardware-based privilege levels3 to

restrict which instructions can be executed and what registers can be accessed. Most

traditional4 systems run5 kernel code in Ring 0 (supervisor mode) and restrict user

code to Ring 36 (user mode). Code in Ring 0 is said to be more privileged than

code in higher rings and is exclusively granted access to privileged instructions and
3Commonly referred to as protection rings [140, p.146-151].
4For this particular discussion, we are referring to x86(_64) based systems, however most high-end

devices share similar ideas, albeit with different terminology.
5Code may be said to be written in a given level and executed/run in a mode [165, p.3]. For

example, users may write a device driver in the user level then insert it to be executed in
supervisor mode.

6Most general-purpose systems today only support Rings 0 and 3, leaving Rings 1 and 2 un-
used [140, p.150-151].
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registers, e.g., those for MMU configuration.

Ostensibly, modern day IoC OSs support time sharing through the management

and scheduling of multiple processes (independently executable applications), each

with their own private virtual address space. For a CPU to directly fetch and execute

the instructions corresponding to a given process, each process must be loaded into

main memory (RAM) by the OS, as seen back in Figure 4.1.

This scenario resembles that of multiprogramming [54, 72]. First termed in the

1950s, multiprogramming permits sharing of device resources among several concur-

rent processes, each of which occupy a physical region of memory. Multiprogramming

brings with it many challenges as each process must be restricted from accessing re-

sources (e.g., memory) of other processes. Failure to ensure protection may lead to

erroneous writes or reads from other processes to resources not belonging explicitly

to them. Thus, for multiprogramming to be realistically and securely achieved, there

must be some mediation and enforced protection of processes by trusted code that is

itself isolated and protected from executing processes. Without this, multiprogram-

ming may not be fully realized or may be achieved in a highly unreliable or insecure

manner, particularly when faced with malicious or untrusted code.

With privilege modes and an MMU as the foundations, virtual addressing has

become widely used and an effective way in actualizing multiprogramming for multi-

tenant OSs. In fact, many general-purpose OSs (which overwhelmingly support some

aspects of multi-tenancy these days), fundamentally require an MMU [187, p.196], for
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example, to support multiple isolated user processes. However, MMU configuration

is complex, typically requires non-trivial amounts of cache memory to be reason-

ably performant [8], and requires more physical circuitry (e.g., transistors) to imple-

ment which incur extra costs and take additional physical space, all of which make

an MMU less viable for low-end devices. As a consequence, low-end devices (i.e.,

MCUs) have much simpler memory hierarchies, opting to forgo MMU-based virtual

addressing altogether [113, p.20][176] to reduce complexity in memory management

and hardware. This raises the question about what hardware-based mechanisms are

available to IoT OSs supporting low-end devices to provide software isolation and

meet complex demands, such as that for multi-tenancy, in a reliable and secure way;

a question we saw being explored through hardware-based alternatives in our brief

overview of Tock (Section 2.3.3). Maintaining concepts around multiprogramming

as a viable approach to multi-tenancy, we next highlight and discuss this potential

hardware-based mechanism and its relation to low-end devices.

4.1.1. Physical Memory Protection and Privilege Modes

Eliminating complex hardware commonly found on high-end devices coincides with

the constraints partly defining low-end devices and their applicability to the IoT, yet

leaves them lacking the same hardware-based security foundations. For this reason,

the ARMv6-M [21] (plus its subsequent versions [19, 20]) and RISC-V [165] ISAs

have specified an alternative which may be optionally implemented for the subset of

low-end devices based on these architectures, many of which may be found in COTS

products [174, 178]. We generically refer to this alternative as physical memory pro-
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tection (PMP), but note that naming may differ between ISAs [19, p.688][165, p.48].

This section focuses on the high-level conceptual details relating to PMP, rather than

ISA specifics.

PMP is a hardware-based security mechanism that may be configured to establish

access permissions (read, write, execute) ranging over of a device’s single physical

address space. Configuring the range spanned by a PMP region and its associ-

ated permissions typically requires access to a set of corresponding memory-mapped

registers. As a consequence, the number of configurable regions is limited due to

the finite space available for memory-mapped registers, making PMP an inherently

coarse-grained protection mechanism.

Preventing arbitrary access to PMP registers is typically achieved through the

introduction of privilege modes to distinguish between privileged and unprivileged

code execution, where access to PMP registers is made exclusive to privileged code.

Depending upon configuration, permissions can restrict memory operations made by

unprivileged and/or privileged code. Unprivileged code attempting to access mem-

ory outside of all currently established PMP regions will trigger a system fault which,

again depending on the configuration, may also apply to privileged access as well.

Moreover, any access made inside an established PMP region made by privileged

or unprivileged code that violates its defined permissions will trigger a fault. In

this context, a fault corresponds to an event automatically triggered by hardware

resulting in control being forced (a.k.a., trapped) to a specific piece of software called
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a fault handler7. Correspondingly, privileged code, such as an OS kernel core, may

define the logic within this fault handler, e.g., to notify users or recover from the fault.

Due to the fact that peripherals, RAM, and Flash memory are mapped to the

same single physical address space, PMP may be used to restrict access to any

of these resources. Evidently, protecting a specific resource will require knowledge

of where that resource will/should exist in memory, i.e., its starting address and

where it will end (i.e., how large the region should be). In Figure 4.2, we depict

one possible configuration scenario relating to multi-tenant OSs supporting multiple

independent user applications via a multiprogramming model. Going from left to

right, we note that upon system power/reset, the system begins privileged execution

at some predefined location, in our example, it is that of an IoT OS kernel placed

at the beginning of Flash. The privileged kernel can freely conduct any necessary

system initialization then begin scheduling its user applications. Before scheduling

the first application (in orange), PMP regions are set over resources established as

belonging to the application, this includes its code located in Flash and a predefined

size of RAM usable for data storage.

7There may be several distinct fault handlers, defined for different exceptions. For example, there
typically exists a hard fault handler acting as the default handler for any exceptions unhanlded
by others.
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Figure 4.2: Depicting configuration over time for one example of an OS supporting
multiple isolated user applications via PMP

Finally, a context switch can occur, in which execution is set to unprivileged and

redirected to the applications protected Flash, allowing it to execute. Assuming

at some later time an exception/interrupt occurs to grant execution time to the

privileged OS scheduler, scheduling another application (in yellow) will require PMP

be similarly (re)configured8. In both cases, the currently executing application will

be confined to the established PMP regions and subject to the permissions of said

8Given the kernel is privileged (and assumed trusted), it may disable PMP temporarily to allow
itself to reconfigure it, then enable it again before scheduling execution of any untrusted code.
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regions. Any access violation will result in execution trapping to a kernel-owned

fault handler. Overall, this brief outline and contrived example shows how, in theory,

dynamically configurable physical memory protection and privilege modes may serve

as security foundations for multi-tenant IoT OS supporting low-end devices.

4.1.2. Case Study: ARM Memory Protection Unit

The ARM Memory Protection Unit (MPU) is a real-world instance of what we have

been generically referring to as PMP. The operational details of the slightly varying

MPU versions are specified under each updated version of ARM’s Protected Memory

System Architecture (PMSA), the most recent of which is part of the ARMv8-M

ISA [20]. These specifications are made available as an optional feature9 in the im-

plementation of an ARM processor, such as those in the Cortex-M3 [18] and Cortex-

M4 [22] family of processors10. Later in this thesis, we conduct experiments atop a

device (Figure 5.1) containing an MPU conforming to the ARMv7-M ISA [19], thus

the details in this section largely follow this specification. However, we summarize

relevant changes [27] made by the ARMv8-M specification at the end of our discus-

sion.

9Meaning those implementing the ISA (to build a physical processor) may choose to include or
exclude it, remaining compliant with the ISA in either case.

10These processors then become the core of an MCU central to our definition of a low-end device.
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Figure 4.3: ARMv7-M MPU registers

In Figure 4.3, we outline the primary registers of interest when configuring the

MPU on an ARMv7-M based device. The name of each register and its correspond-

ing memory-mapped address are given on the left. Note, each register is mapped

within a region reserved as a Private Peripheral Bus (PPB), an area of memory

holding critical resources such as these registers. The PPB can never be executed,

referred to as being Execute Never (XN) in the specification[19, p.648], and only

accessed in the privileged mode [19, p.744].

We will be focusing on the fields highlighted in green for each respective register.

As denoted, we omit details of some fields not wholly relevant to later experimenta-
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tion. Those marked as reserved are not in use, as specified by the ISA, reading from

these fields should yield 0’s and writes will be ignored.

To start, determining the number of configurable regions supported by a device’s

MPU is done by reading the DREGION field within MPU_TYPE. For ARMv7-M, this

will either be 0 (MPU not supported) or 8 (MPU available), making 8 the maximum

(and only) number of supportable regions. The MPU can be enabled by setting (i.e.,

writing a value of 1 to) the ENABLE bit within MPU_CTRL. By default, any access made

by both privileged and unprivileged code not coinciding within any configured MPU

region will result in a system fault. However, if the PRIVDEFENA bit in MPU_CTRL is

set, the default memory map [19, p.648-649] (what would normally be accessible) is

applied for privileged access made outside any MPU region. Any unprivileged access

attempts will remain confined to regions explicitly configured as accessible.

To select a region to configure, the region number (between 0 and 8 in our case)

to configure can be written to REGION in MPU_RNR. Now, subsequent configuration

written to MPU_RBAR or MPU_RASR will apply to this region. In ARMv7-M, regions

may overlap, where any access made to an address with overlapping regions becomes

subject to the permissions of the highest numbered region.

The MPU_RBAR register is used to set the base (i.e., starting) address of the currently

selected region. Alternatively, when writing to MPU_RBAR, the base address of any

other region may be configured by setting the VALID bit and region-to-be-configured

in the REGION field of MPU_RBAR. This allows setting the base address of any given
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region (including one not currently selected in MPU_RNR) in a single write, without

having to write to MPU_RNR first. In either case, the value written to MPU_RBAR’s ADDR

field will determine the region’s base address, where any base address is required to

be a multiple of the selected region’s size. For example, if a region has a size of 16

KB, the base address may be 0x4000∗n, where n is an integer resulting in an address

within the device’s memory space.

MPU_RASR is used to configure the size, access permissions, and state of the current

region selected in MPU_RNR. The size of the region (starting from its base address) is

2(SIZE+1), where SIZE is set by the correspondingly named field in MPU_RASR. How-

ever, regions must be at least 32 bytes in size and a power of two. These limitations

mean creating regions of arbitrary size may take several regions of smaller size. To

provide some flexibility, any region greater than 256 bytes is subdivided into eight

equally sized subregions (each having the same permissions). Each subregion is en-

abled by default, but may be selectively disabled by writing to the SRD field. Next,

the three bits spanning the AP field are used to set read and/or write permissions

for privileged and/or unprivileged access. Any privilege mode given read access may

also execute instructions, unless the XN bit is set for the given region. Finally, setting

the ENABLE bit ensures the region is enabled when the MPU is itself enabled.

Given the ARMv7-M MPU specification, we learned of limitations regarding the

size of a given region, such that certain scenarios may need to utilize several (po-

tentially overlapping) regions to realize a larger region of an intended arbitrary size.

This is particularly problematic [221] given the limited number of configurable re-
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gions (8 in ARMv7-M). To address this, the more recent ARMv8-M ISA [20] provides

several notable improvements. First, MPU regions are allowed to be any arbitrary

size that is a multiple of 32 bytes. Further, the number of regions that may be

implemented/provided has been increased to 16. These improvements may provide

more flexibility and granularity, but will only be found on more recent devices based

on the ARMv8-M ISA. Overall, any OS broadly supporting ARM-based devices and

utilizing an available MPU will be required to consider the differences between ISA

versions and inherent limitations with respect to region granularity.

4.1.3. Further Discussion

Our focus on PMP and privilege modes does not encompass every possible secu-

rity foundation available, even among currently available COTS hardware. However,

these foundations have served as the most widely utilized hardware-based security

mechanisms among currently developed IoT OSs supporting low-end devices and are

indeed the only seen foundations supported by both OSs covered in this thesis. Re-

ferring back to one of these systems, Tock, we note that in addition to those based

upon ARM, Tock supports devices based upon RISC-V, relying on similar security

foundations specified by the RISC-V ISA.

RISC-V is a more recent free and open ISA first publicly published in 2011 [163]

which has seen active development and increasing adoption, particularly for use in

low-end devices. The RISC-V ISA is extensible. Processors implement a base set

of unprivileged instructions then may optionally provide several extensions specified
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by unprivileged [164] or privileged [165] ISAs. Notably, the privileged ISA specifies

several privilege modes [165, p.3] and PMP [165, p.48-53], both of which may be

optionally implemented and included for use in low-end devices. RISC-V PMP and

privilege modes closely relate to our prior discussions, thus serve as viable instances

of hardware-based security foundations for IoT OSs.

Moving beyond PMP, we briefly mention an additional security extension first

specified within the ARMv8-M ISA, typically referred to as TrustZone-M [20, p.180-

183]. This feature is not utilized by either IoT OS we cover and only supported

by a small subset of ARM-based devices [25]. Regardless, low-end device’s support-

ing TrustZone-M have the option to split execution into two distinct security levels

(a.k.a., worlds [111]): the Secure World (SW) and the Non-Secure World (NSW). Ad-

ditionally, the extension defines three memory security attributes: non-secure (NS),

non-secure callable (NSC), and secure (S). Each world acts orthogonal to privilege

modes and may be assigned non-overlapping (Flash, RAM, and/or peripheral) mem-

ory regions marked with security attributes. The SW can access all memory regions

while the NSW can only access regions marked as NS or NSC. Confined to NS regions,

NSC regions act as small entry points that the NSW may use to request services from

the SW. In summary, TrustZone-M is a lightweight mechanism to further partition

a system, providing the option for lightweight secure function calls.

TrustZone-M exemplifies how hardware-based security mechanisms are always

evolving and trying to mitigate against threats, which may be of particular impor-

tance when regarding growing fields such as the IoT. Yet, introduction of hardware-
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based mechanisms, in general, makes hardware and software design more complex

and may still leave devices vulnerable to attack [111, 221, 130] (Chapter 5). This

does not diminish their importance but alludes to the fact that system designers

must take into account hardware and software when designing secure systems.

4.2. Software-Based Security

The need for hardware-based mechanisms in the first place primarily arises from

one of the most notorious challenges facing OS security: software vulnerabilities.

Software-based security foundations work towards preventing these vulnerabilities.

More specifically, the existence of developer-written software containing spatial, tem-

poral, or concurrency errors inevitably leading to memory corruption [186]. Spatial

errors may occur via integer, stack, or heap based overflows/underflows, e.g., leading

to out-of-bounds reads or writes. Temporal errors may occur via mistaken access to

memory pointers no longer pointing to valid resources, e.g., extremely subtle use-

after-free bugs resulting in dangling pointers pointing to no longer valid dynamically-

allocated resources [93]. Moreover, the OSs we have reviewed thus far run multiple

concurrent units of execution that interact with one another and underlying kernel

components. Handling multiple aliases (references) to shared resources is thus cru-

cial to prevent concurrency errors [93]. In general, any aforementioned error may,

at the very least, lead to unexpected behavior or system faults but may also lead

to attacks allowing for the corruption of data, leakage of sensitive information, or

alteration and control of normal execution flow.
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Consequently, attacks successfully exploiting an OS kernel may compromise or cir-

cumvent an OSs ability to further mediate resource access. In particular, arbitrary

or unwarranted access to memory may allow for [51] violation of established isolation

boundaries between user processes, complete control over device drivers, or provide

direct access to any underlying hardware made available through MMIO [28, Ch.36]

interfaces.

In general, and due to lack of prevalent alternatives, a vast majority of OSs are

written in C or C++, including those targeting low-end devices [138]. These low-level

systems programming languages [51] provide flexibility and performance through

minimal (or non-existent) runtime environments, making them suitable for OS de-

velopment. Differing from those providing a managed runtime (e.g., garbage collec-

tion), low-level languages traditionally require the programmer to manually manage,

allocate, and free resources, e.g., pointers to memory and dynamically allocated heap

memory. Rather infamously [186], these languages lack compile-time safety guaran-

tees making it easy for developers to make programming errors, potentially leading

to security vulnerabilities or unexpected/undefined behavior. This incurs a huge

burden on fallible developers, requiring an immense amount of expert knowledge,

caution, and time to develop resulting error-free code [121].

4.2.1. Memory-Safe Programming Languages

In contrast to programming languages with weak memory safety guarantees, memory-

safe languages make it so developers must instead go out of their way to introduce
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memory-related errors, instead of perpetually mitigating against them. Program-

ming languages serve as a foundation for the development of an OS, enabling devel-

opers to reason (with varying degrees of clarity) about the semantic correctness of

their programs in the face of memory corruption errors. For a systems language to

achieve this, it may enforce a strong type system and provide additional constructs

to help programmers write memory-safe code [93].

In addition to programming languages, there are methods for static or dynamic

analysis which examine a program before execution (i.e., its source code) or during

execution respectively. Static and dynamic analysis may work towards detecting or

reducing the amount of memory corruption errors and may be integrated at anytime

during the development of an OS. Despite years of rigorous testing through static

analysis and automated testing, well-known general-purpose OSs still struggle with

memory related vulnerabilities [121, 106]. This does not mean they should not

be considered in the overall developmental life cycle of an IoT OS (Section 6.9),

but raises the question on whether memory-safe systems programming languages

may be an effective and viable alternative, particularly for new systems or those

in early development. If providing strong guarantees upon correct utilization, a

memory-safe language may help satisfy the principle of security by design and serve

as a foundational aspect for the development of secure (IoT) OSs. We next discuss

Rust [117], a rising systems programming language offering strong memory safety

guarantees and novel abstractions relevant to OS development.
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4.2.2. Case Study: Rust

Rust is a type-safe systems programming language designed to largely eliminate un-

defined behavior, provide memory safety, and minimize the amount of memory unsafe

code. Type-safety refers to Rust’s strict type system (e.g., the defining characteris-

tics developers must adhere to when writing software) enforced at compile-time to

prevent a majority of spatial, temporal, and concurrency errors by eliminating buffer

overflows, accesses to uninitialized or deallocated memory, data races, and more [117,

92]. Notably, Rust does not require garbage collection and supports manual memory

management, making it a good target for systems programming.

Memory safety is primarily achieved in Rust through the concepts of ownership,

borrowing, and lifetimes. Additionally, traits provide useful abstractions over a col-

lection of methods that certain types must implement to satisfy the given trait.

Finally, the no_std environment and unsafe keyword are essential for low-level pro-

gramming, e.g., developing OSs. We briefly outline these concepts below with short

examples for later context.

Ownership. In Rust, objects always have a unique owner [93, 50]. Variables bound

to an object are granted ownership over said object. If ownership is released, i.e.,

the object goes out of scope, memory is automatically deallocated [129, 34] for that

object. This allows Rust to place restrictions on mutable aliases (references) to a

given object [93] and stop issues pertaining to aliasing at compile-time [50].
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1 fn foo(a: String) {
2 // drop(a); // Inserted automatically by the compiler.
3 }
4

5 fn main() {
6 let s = String::from("Hi"); // Create owned string
7 foo(s); // Transfer ownership of s into foo()
8 println!("{}", s); // ERROR: borrow of moved value
9 }

Listing 4.1: Rust ownership example, derived from [132, p.10]

Shown above, passing s by value into foo() transfers ownership of s to foo(),

making it unavailable for subsequent use, particularly because s may get deallocated

once foo() terminates. Note, calling drop() in foo() to deallocate the owned

value is optional and would occur automatically regardless, hence why we leave it

commented out.

Borrowing. Intertwined with the concept of ownership, borrowing allows tempo-

rary references to owned values. Additionally, to avoid dangerous errors [140, p.273]

Rust requires users explicitly define whether their value is mutable, defaulting to

immutable if not specified. Thus, s in the below example is guaranteed immutable

throughout the programs entire execution.
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1 fn increment(i: &mut i32) { // Borrows mutable reference
2 *i += 1; // Dereferences then increment
3 }
4

5 fn main() {
6 let s = String::from("Hi"); // Create owned string
7

8 let mut i = 0; // Explicit mutable declaration
9

10 bar(&s); // Borrow s for duration of bar()
11 println!("{}", s); // Print owned value
12

13 increment(&mut i); // Borrow mutable reference to i
14 println!("{}", i); // Print incremented value
15 }

Listing 4.2: Rust borrowing example, derived from [132, p.11]

In turn, Rust enforces that any value can only have one mutable reference or

many immutable references [50] at a given time, allowing the compiler to catch

unwarranted or unsynchronized data access attempts, evidently the cause of many

systems programming errors [92]. However, as we will see next, there are well-defined

limitations on borrowing values, thus, a supporting concept is needed to help Rust

manage references.

Lifetimes. Due to the possibility of resource sharing to occur between different

scopes defined within a program, Rust defines lifetimes to manage and stay informed

on how long any given resource will exist. In the example below, a lifetime of
′a (lifetimes start with the ′ character and can have arbitrary names, with a few

exceptions) is given to a resource within a struct. Following in main(), the variable

x defined in the outer scope is set to reference t.val with a shorter scoped lifetime,
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leading to compile-time errors. Overall, lifetimes mitigate against large swaths of

memory corruption errors, such as subtle use-after-free bugs.

1 struct Baz<'a> {
2 val: &'a i32,
3 }
4

5 fn main() {
6 let x; // x lives as long as main()
7

8 { // Start of temporary scope
9 let t = Baz { val: &5 };

10 x = &t.val; // ERROR: `t.val` does not live long enough
11 } // ERROR: `t.val` dropped here while still borrowed
12

13 println!("{}", x); // ERROR: borrow later used here
14 }

Listing 4.3: Rust lifetimes example, derived from [132, p.11]

Evidently, annotating lifetimes is a tedious task, luckily, the Rust compiler can infer

lifetimes in a majority of use cases. Thus, this feature allows Rust to automatically

manage resources efficiently, only requiring explicit user annotations for advanced

use cases.

Traits. An abstract declaration defining a set of methods, all of which must be

implemented by any type wanting to satisfy a given trait. These may provide ab-

stractions over interfaces to enforce expected input and resulting output. Not wholly

unique to Rust, and similar to polymorphic interfaces in other languages [42], traits

may be used to define specific behavior [129].
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1 struct Rectangle { l: f64, w: f64, }
2

3 pub trait Shape { // Any impl of Shape must define area()
4 fn area(&self) -> f64;
5 }
6

7 impl Shape for Rectangle {
8 fn area(&self) -> f64 { self.l * self.w }
9 }

10

11 fn main() {
12 let s = Rectangle { l: 2.0, w: 3.0 };
13 println!("{}", s.area());
14 }

Listing 4.4: Rust traits example

Interesting to note, the pub access modifier for Shape allows other Rust code

to import and utilize/implement the corresponding trait methods. Thus, omitting

these identifiers may allow for fine-grained and differing access controls to the set of

methods available from a given type implementing certain traits.

The no_std environment. Rust provides a rich standard library [171] for the

development of portable applications among OSs, providing additional abstractions

and generally useful types. However, for those targeting environments not supported

by a common OS, such as bare-metal embedded systems and OS development (as

is our case), there is no underlying system the standard library may interface with.

Thus, bare-metal applications may only rely on Rust’s core library [170] libcore.

To denote sole dependence on libcore, Rust libraries (a.k.a., crates11) specify the

11Libraries are commonly managed by the cargo project management tool, and are thus aptly
named crates.
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#![no_std] attribute at the top of their source. Excluding Rust’s standard library

does not remove any concepts discussed thus far and a no_std environment is as-

sumed for any related discussion hereinafter.

The unsafe keyword. Most importantly, not all operations in Rust (or any low-

level language) can be guaranteed to be completely safe. Fundamentally, any OS

must have direct memory access to certain underlying resources. In particular, direct

physical memory access, whether it be to typical memory or MMIO, is inherently

volatile and may be changed by other software components, the hardware itself, or

through environmental interaction. In traditional memory unsafe languages, such

as C, no notice is taken and direct access can be achieved by dereferencing raw

pointers to memory. However, in Rust, such arbitrary dereferencing violates compile-

time memory safety guarantees [99]. Thus, to allow necessary interactions, Rust

defines a property called unsafe which instructs the compiler to bypass safety checks

on components explicitly marked with the unsafe keyword. Unsafe code is then

granted the ability to conduct operations that may result in undefined behavior,

such dereferencing raw pointers, modifying mutable static variables, and calling other

unsafe code [99].
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1 let addr: usize = 0x1234;
2 let p = addr as *mut usize;
3

4 unsafe { // DENIED
5 let x = *p; // Requires unsafe
6 }
7

8 unsafe { // DENIED
9 *p = 123; // Requires unsafe

10 }
11

12 let p: fn() = unsafe { // DENIED
13 core::mem::transmute(address as *const ()) // Requires unsafe
14 };
15 p(); // Not reachable without unsafe keyword
16

17 unsafe { // DENIED
18 asm!("mov r1, r1"); // Requires unsafe
19 }

Listing 4.5: Several lines of Rust code requiring the unsafe keyword

Unavoidably, unsafe may produce security critical errors due to lack of compile-

time safety guarantees [34]. However, because all unsafe code is required to be

explicitly marked with the unsafe keyword, these sections immediately standout

and may ease in future code audits. Related, if a memory safety error does occur, it

may be assumed the problem was within defined unsafe sections of code. Overall,

this provides an explicit interface for developers to carry out necessary low-level

tasks, potentially making the cost of testing and validating Rust code lower than

traditional unsafe systems languages [29].
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4.2.3. Further Discussion

Widely adopted IoC OSs for high-end devices, such as Linux, now contain tens of

millions of lines of code and are continuously growing. Such systems lack things

such as language-based memory safety in the kernel and as a consequence security

vulnerabilities are constantly introduced and discovered, despite processes for static

analysis and code review. Attempts at introducing memory-safe alternatives may

now only be done so incrementally [106]. In the IoT however, there has not yet

been an overwhelmingly widely adopted OS supporting low-end devices. Utilizing

software-based security foundations in new systems or considering them for use in

yet to be broadly adopted systems (i.e., those more malleable to change) may be

more viable in the IoT.

Indeed, Rust in particular has become of increasing interest to researchers and

system designers alike. In addition to Tock, there exists several OSs and lightweight

runtimes targeting low-end devices relying on Rust to provide safe concurrency and

encapsulate required use of unsafe code [202, 216, 39, 168]. Moreover, several C-

based OSs supporting low-end devices, including RIOT [161], are exploring how

they may integrate Rust for the development of their systems [107, 71]. Concur-

rently, research has also begun into novel general-purpose OS designs relying purely

on Rust’s memory safety guarantees to uphold important security properties, such

as isolation, fine-grained access control, and fault isolation/recovery [129, 42].

However, a looming threat inherent to all these efforts remains: unsafe code.
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Proper encapsulation of unsafe code, audits of said code, and prevention of un-

safe usage when found unnecessary may all help reduce this threat. Interestingly,

research into how encapsulated unsafe Rust code may be formally verified for it cor-

rectness [91, 92, 34] may become an important next step in reducing potential errors

from arising when relying on Rust for memory safety and security.

Overall, memory-safe programming languages, such as Rust, may be an impor-

tant foundation in the development of any system, including IoT OSs supporting

low-end devices. Software-based security mechanisms in general are of particular

importance to supporting low-end devices as a subset of these devices may lack al-

ternative hardware-based security foundations, such as those relating to PMP. How-

ever, an uncaught software error, e.g., within unsafe Rust code [181], could leave

an entire system vulnerable, especially if software-based mechanisms are solely used

to uphold security. Thus, depending on availability and viability, consideration of

hardware-based foundations for use in tandem with software-based foundations may

be important.
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Examining Security Foundations

through Experimentation

The inherent constraints introduced by low-end devices pronounces the fact that IoT

OSs supporting such devices lack the same hardware-based security foundations com-

monly utilized within the IoC, and instead must rely on alternative mechanisms or

foundations for security. Moreover, due to their heterogeneous nature, some low-end

devices may not have any hardware-based alternatives at all, leaving purely software-

based foundations as the only viable option for bettering security. Regardless of the

approach taken however, the dominant resource on low-end devices remains the same:

memory, i.e., the single physical address space shared by all running software in which

peripherals, RAM, and Flash are mapped to and accessed from (Section 2.1.1). Thus,

preventing unwarranted access violation to memory is central to both hardware- and

software-based foundations.
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Security foundations however, were said to be an important initial design deci-

sion, as later integration may either prove difficult or require extraneous efforts of

incremental integration. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the utilization

of security foundations through a set of hands-on experiments. These experiments

aim to examine how actively developed IoT OSs with academic origins, RIOT and

Tock, utilize and employ security foundations. Experiments aim to identify if and

how foundations are used, determine any additional foundations or mechanisms, and

highlight whether the utilization of security foundations from the start has impor-

tance to the development of secure systems. Further, experiments may allow us to

relate security foundations to identified trends found relevant to low-end IoT, such

as the relevance of multi-tenant IoT OSs.

Figure 5.1: ARM-based nRF52-DK development board

The experiments presented in subsequent sections are conducted on the device de-
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picted in Figure 5.1, an nRF52-DK development board (device) [174] based upon an

ARM Cortex-M4 [22] MCU [135]. This device is supported by RIOT and Tock and

contains an MPU adhering to the ARMv7-M ISA (Section 4.1.2). To gain insight

into program execution flow and memory accesses during execution, we rely heavily

upon physical access to our test device’s debugger port and debugging software1 to

interact with said port. However, such access is purely for examination purposes

and for insights into our target device’s state, including how it may change at any

point in time during normal execution flow or right after given external input. To

model any external input in a consistent and straightforward manner, a subset of

our experiments involve communicating with our device via it’s Universal Serial Bus

(USB) interface, an interface fully supported in software by RIOT and Tock. We note

the nRF52-DK does contain wireless BLE communication capabilities, meaning each

experiment may theoretically be similarly reproduced using wireless communications

to better resemble a real-world IoT deployment. However, such communication de-

pends on software support provided across different IoT OSs, which, in our case, is

not adequately consistent between RIOT and Tock (Section 6.7). Modeling inter-

actions over USB avoids this inconsistency and does not produce observations that

could not be replicated over other communication protocols/mediums.

In general, determining the effectiveness of mechanisms underpinning a given sys-

tem through experimental validation, whether it be relating to security or otherwise,

holds considerable importance to systems research [139]. In fact, the importance of

experimentation has led to the development of many standardized frameworks for
1https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/
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examining different aspects of a system. For example, there exists a variety of attack

frameworks [208, 220, 212] providing standard methods for testing the coverage of

defense mechanisms on Linux-based systems. Notably, such frameworks and related

systems research predominantly focuses on systems such as Linux, likely due to their

prevalence and standardized nature. As a consequence, many frameworks found in

the literature today have built-in assumptions towards a common set of underlying

interfaces provided by systems they will be run on. Assumptions, such as a standard

set of system calls and shell environment, allow for meaningful comparison between

similar systems with differing defense mechanisms. These assumptions however make

such frameworks less relevant (or completely unusable) on systems deviating from

the norm. For example, there is currently no de facto standard set of interfaces which

IoT OSs supporting low-end devices commonly share, this is unlike what has taken

place between UNIX and Linux based-systems found in the IoC. Thus, in this thesis

we develop experiments ourselves to focus on memory access violations and the role

of foundations in preventing such violations.

Interestingly, Mullen and Meany [126] conduct a set of experiments on FreeR-

TOS [6], a lightweight RTOS not originating in academia but widely used in industry.

They identify and assess mechanisms used to prevent two attacks against FreeRTOS

applications vulnerable to stack-based buffer-overflows (Section 5.3). Their first at-

tack tries to alter normal execution flow and the second tries to inject and execute

arbitrary code. As part of our own assessment, we independently recreate attacks

similar to theirs in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 respectively, both for RIOT and Tock.

Additionally and prior to these two recreated experiments, we conduct another two
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experiments to broadly assess access capabilities of user applications (Section 5.1)

and kernel components (Section 5.2). Finally, we conclude with an additional exper-

iment (Section 5.5) involving an attempt to maneuver around defense mechanisms

employed by RIOT and Tock.

5.1. Application Access (E1)

Research has made it evident that software running on low-end devices may be ex-

ploited just as software on any other device [167, 143, 65, 62, 126]. We also know that

the result of such exploits may lead to an access violation from one software com-

ponent to another part of the system (i.e., memory location). However, in addition

to the exploitation of vulnerable components, our threat model further includes po-

tentially untrusted components, in which certain components don’t necessarily have

to be exploited to be considered malicious, leading them to be of particular concern

with respect to system security. Untrusted components highlight potential scenarios

of multi-tenancy within the IoT, scenarios in which IoT OSs may try to support.

This experiment aims to generally assess what system resources (i.e., memory)

user applications (trusted or not) may access and whether each OS governs such

access. The goal is to identify security mechanisms employed to mediate or confine

user applications.

Background. Ostensibly, modern IoC OSs have security mechanisms in place for

mediating/preventing access attempts coming from untrusted components (particu-
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larly user applications) to certain resources, such as systems calls for accessing kernel

resources and enforcing access controls over shared file systems. However, an under-

lying assumption in the development of these mechanisms is that components can

not directly access the resource in question in the first place. In the IoC, this as-

sumption is ubiquitously granted through foundations such as privilege modes and

a MMU. Without them, there would be no distinction between unprivileged and

privileged, resulting in little difference between user applications and kernel code.

Further, without private virtual address spaces user applications could directly ac-

cess any physical memory location, defeating the purpose of things such as system

calls controlling file access.

Focusing back on low-end IoT devices and recalling Figure 2.2, the relevant types

of memory mapped within a single physical address space are: peripherals (MMIO),

RAM, and Flash. Note, this entire single physical address space is occupied and

shared by the kernel and user applications, but access to this shared space may be

restricted. Thus, for each OS, we will discuss whether access attempts made from a

user application to each type of memory is direct, indirect (i.e., mediated), or denied

(i.e., confined).

On our ARM-based test device, peripheral, RAM, and Flash memory exist within

each respective address range outlined in Figure 2.2. Physically however, our device

only spans a subset of this available range with its provided 512 KiB of Flash and 64

KiB of RAM. Thus, memory accesses will always be between the starting addresses

given in Figure 2.2 to the end of physically available memory. Accessing arbitrary
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addresses within this range can be achieved through the use of pointers and/or inline

assembly code, as illustrated in Listing 5.1.

1 uint32_t addr = 0x20000000;
2

3 *(uint32_t *)addr = 0x46f7; // WRITE
4 __asm__("blx %0" : : "r"(addr | 1)); // EXECUTE
5 // Or execute via: ((void (*)(void))addr)();
6 printf("%lx\n", *(uint32_t *)addr); // READ

Listing 5.1: Pointer manipulation in the C programming language

One exception to rule of direct memory access arises when trying to alter Flash

memory. Due to inherent electrical properties of Flash memory limiting write/erase

operation speeds [75, p.22], directly altering Flash memory is typically disabled [135,

p.29-30] or locked [23, p.62-63] by default. Instead, altering Flash memory (which is

organized as fixed sized chunks called pages) is typically done through a memory con-

troller peripheral [135, Ch.11] made accessible through MMIO. In summary, altering

Flash memory is typically indirectly achieved by writing to a specific peripheral, but

reading is done directly in the same way as any other memory access. With that

in mind, we may now explore using pointers to read, write, and execute memory of

our choosing to assess whether each operation is successful or intentionally denied

by certain security mechanisms.

Setup. This experiment involves assessing the extent to which users applications

running atop RIOT and Tock may access each memory type (peripheral, RAM, and

Flash). Through several distinct user applications, we conduct a memory walk over

the range of addresses pertaining to each respective memory type. Each walk simply
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consists of a code loop testing whether each memory operation (read, write, execute)

successfully completes on addresses within respective memory ranges. Through a

combination of print statements and debugger introspection we observe and confirm

each operation. Any unsuccessful operation will typically culminate in an observable

CPU fault. Thus, when operation(s) are unsuccessful, we identify why and continue

to assess the range of access not resulting in a fault (i.e., what the application is

allowed to access).

Assessing E1 on RIOT. In RIOT, user and OS code are directly compiled to-

gether as one monolithic binary. As a result, there is little distinguishing the dif-

ference between memory belonging solely to the user application as opposed to the

kernel. This means, for example, OS interfaces such as system libraries or device

drivers are directly invoked by the user application (rather than through some form

of indirection, such as a system call).

Peripheral Access. Invoking an OS interface is later seen in Listing 5.11, where

lines 8 and 9 are functions provided by the OS to access MMIO. Taking the gpio_clear()

function on line 8 as an example, we can see its underlying implementation (List-

ing 5.2) is actually a direct memory dereference (to clear a bit within the memory-

mapped GPIO port). This alludes to the fact that user application code directly

accesses peripheral memory in such a way that can be made independent of any OS

interface.
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1 void gpio_clear(gpio_t pin)
2 {
3 // Writes to address 0x5000050C via raw pointer dereference
4 port(pin)->OUTCLR = (1 << pin_num(pin));
5 }

Listing 5.2: RIOT gpio_clear() implementation

Through code given in Listing 5.3, we generalize direct peripheral memory access

allowed in RIOT user application code. We define three memory ranges via the

ranges array, mapping out the greater part of all accessible peripherals on our se-

lected platform [135, p.24-25]. The first two ranges (lines 2 and 3) contain the MMIO

peripherals used by our device to communicate and interact with the physical world;

the last range (line 4) pertains to our device’s PPB, which we recall holds critical

registers, such as those used to configure the MPU, only accessible in the privileged

mode. The code below iterates all three of these ranges, conducting a read and

write operation at several points within each range. For completeness, we selectively

tested execution of peripheral addresses using method(s) outlined Listing 5.1. How-

ever, all device peripheral memory is set as non-executable by default [19, p.648] on

our ARM-based test device (regardless of whether the MPU is enabled), which we

confirm to be the case.
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1 uint32_t ranges[][2] = {
2 {0x40000000, 0x40026000}, // APB peripherals range
3 {0x50000000, 0x5000077c}, // AHB
4 {0xe0000000, 0xe0040000} // PPB
5 };
6

7 for (uint8_t i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
8 for (uint32_t addr = ranges[i][0]; addr < ranges[i][1]; addr += 512) {
9 *(uint32_t *)addr = *(uint32_t *)addr; // WRITE

10 printf("0x%lx: %lx\n", addr, *(uint32_t *)addr); // READ
11 }
12 }

Listing 5.3: RIOT peripheral memory walk

Ultimately, we found user applications in RIOT may directly access any valid

range of peripheral memory without restriction, including those requiring privileged

execution; highlighting the fact that RIOT currently does not enforce mediation over

peripheral access and that user application code runs with full system privileges.

RAM Access. We next turn our attention to Listing 5.4 below, finding user ap-

plications code may read, write, and execute any available RAM address, including

that used by the kernel and other threads. The only found exception is the first

32-bytes of RAM, which represent the top of the stack (near the boundary to Flash

memory). This exception is specific to RIOT supported ARM-based devices contain-

ing an MPU. RIOT uses the MPU to set this 32-byte region as read-only, resulting

in our write and execute attempts on line 5 and 6 respectively to trigger a fault.

This mechanism primarily exists to prevent accidental writes beyond RAM, for ex-

ample, by an accidental infinite recursive call. Thus, with this small exception, all

RAM can be read, written to, or executed in RIOT, at least by default (Section 5.3).
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Furthermore, any MPU-based defense mechanism specific to RIOT is ineffective at

defending against untrusted applications (e.g., those assumed malicious by default).

This is due to the fact that user applications run with the same privileges as the

kernel and may disable the MPU at any time (through direct peripheral access).

1 // Add 32 to skip MPU_STACK_GUARD protection
2 uint32_t ram_start = 0x20000000 + 32;
3 uint32_t ram_end = 0x20010000;
4

5 for (uint32_t addr = ram_start; addr < ram_end; addr += 512) {
6 *(uint32_t *)addr = 0x46f7; // WRITE
7 __asm__("blx %0" : : "r"(addr | 1)); // EXECUTE
8 printf("0x%lx: %lx\n", addr, *(uint32_t *)addr); // READ
9 }

Listing 5.4: RIOT RAM memory walk

Notably, the ability for user code to alter any RAM value, including those used by

the kernel, alludes to a lack of memory isolation and implies user application code

must be modeled with the same level of complete trust required by the kernel.

Flash Access. Next, Listing 5.5 shows how a RIOT user application may directly

read, write2 and execute from any arbitrary Flash memory address. This includes

memory where currently executing (kernel and application) code could exist, which

in our case is the first two pages of Flash3.

2Note, for direct alteration of Flash memory we mean that there are no restrictions on directly
accessing the peripheral used to program Flash.

3Although writing to the first two pages is successful, our CPU does fault sometimes; likely due
to erasing/writing Flash we are trying to immediately start execution of. However, we confirm
our changes are indeed written through a debugging session.
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1 static uint8_t PAGE_MEM[FLASHPAGE_SIZE] ALIGNMENT_ATTR;
2 uint32_t flash_start = 0x00000000 + FLASHPAGE_SIZE * 2;
3 uint32_t flash_end = 0x00080000;
4 uint8_t page;
5

6 for (uint32_t addr = flash_start; addr < flash_end; addr += FLASHPAGE_SIZE) {
7 page = flashpage_page((void *)addr); // Get Flash page where t() is stored
8 flashpage_read(page, PAGE_MEM); // READ Flash page containing t()'s code
9 *(uint32_t *)PAGE_MEM = 0x46f7; // Overwrite 4-bytes in the RAM page

10 flashpage_write_page(page, PAGE_MEM); // WRITE altered page back to Flash
11 __asm__("blx %0" : : "r"(addr | 1)); // EXECUTE
12 printf("0x%lx: %lx\n", addr, *(uint32_t *)addr); // READ
13 }

Listing 5.5: RIOT Flash page walk

The implications of the above show that an untrusted or attacker controlled user

application may make persistent changes to both the application and the underlying

OS that are maintained (and potentially executed) upon system power/reset.

Assessing E1 on Tock. In Tock’s multiprogramming model, user applications are

compiled and flashed (at distinct locations) independently of the kernel. Execution

starts at the kernel which locates any applications in Flash then decides whether to

load them as processes. Rather than direct function invocations, processes must trig-

ger a service call (svc) interrupt (a.k.a., system call) to request kernel services [192].

Making a system call causes a processor context switch from the unprivileged mode

(in which processes run) to privileged mode (in which the kernel runs). This allows

the kernel to restrict access to resources, such as memory, for unprivileged processes

but regain full control over all system resources when servicing a system call (or any

other exception/interrupt). Thus, experiments on Tock may reveal distinct bound-
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aries between memory explicitly allocated to the kernel and user applications.

Peripheral Access. Later in Listing 5.12, we will see a function led_on() (on

line 7) that inevitably must eventuate in access to MMIO (to turn an LED on).

Given in Listing 5.6, the underlying implementation of led_on() reveals a call to

command(), a wrapper function for triggering command, one of Tock’s seven system

calls [196]. This layer of indirection foreshadows that a process can only access

peripherals through kernel mediation.

1 int led_on(int led_num) {
2 syscall_return_t rval = command(DRIVER_NUM_LEDS, 1, led_num, 0);
3 return tock_command_return_novalue_to_returncode(rval);
4 }

Listing 5.6: Tock led_on() implementation

Through code identical to that shown in Listing 5.3, we test directly reading,

writing, and executing a peripheral address from within a Tock user application.

Each operation at the start of the memory walk immediately resulted in the OS

kernel’s hard fault handler being triggered due to a (MPU) memory access violation.

Due to this prevention of direct access made from a user application to peripheral

memory, kernel-mediated systems calls (such as that underpinning Listing 5.6) serve

as the only viable method for user code to access peripheral memory. Discussed

below, hardware-based confinement is the primary mechanism preventing this direct

access.

RAM Access. We initially test arbitrary access to RAM, made by a Tock user

application, using code identical to that used for RIOT (Listing 5.4); finding that this
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code immediately triggered a system fault as well. As discussed (Section 2.3.3), Tock

utilizes PMP4 to confine its processes (user applications scheduled for execution). As

a result, processes are only allowed to access memory (i.e., RAM and Flash) explicitly

belonging to them (the amount of which is established at application compile-time).

The Tock kernel will ensure this holds true by dynamically configuring relevant PMP

regions before yielding execution to any given process [189]. When PMP is enabled,

any unprivileged access attempt not coinciding with an established PMP region is

denied by default5. Thus, in addition to being denied execution of its own RAM,

processes are denied any access beyond their allocated RAM, i.e., that which may

be utilized by the kernel or other user applications. The only exception to this rule

is memory used for IPC [189], which can be requested from the kernel for multiple

processes to share.

4We use the more general term PMP here as Tock supports other architectures with the same pro-
tection capabilities [164, p.10-11]. Despite our experiments targeting ARM, high-level discussion
here roughly generalizes over any Tock-supported architecture.

5We discussed this in Section 4.1.2 for the ARM MPU, however denying access beyond established
regions is likely a general rule of thumb. For example, we see this rule specified by the RISC-V
ISA as well [165, p.52].
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1 uint32_t ram_start = tock_app_memory_begins_at();
2 uint32_t ram_end = tock_app_memory_ends_at();
3 uint32_t memory_limit = sbrk(0);
4

5 for (uint32_t addr = ram_start; addr < memory_limit; addr += 512) {
6 *(uint32_t *)addr = 0x46f7; // WRITE
7 printf("0x%lx: %ld\n", addr, *(uint32_t *)addr); // READ
8 }
9 /* INVALID: every line below will trigger a fault */

10 __asm__("blx %0" : : "r"(ram_start | 1)); // Execute denied by default
11 printf("After used RAM: %ld\n", *(int32_t *)(memory_limit + 0x1000));
12 printf("Before allocated RAM: %ld\n", *(int32_t *)(ram_start - 4));
13 printf("After allocated RAM: %ld\n", *(int32_t *)ram_end);

Listing 5.7: Tock application RAM memory walk

Shown in Listing 5.7, each process has a fixed amount of RAM, between ram_start

and ram_end in our case. Access is only granted to what is needed. Access to heap

memory (in RAM) is granted upon request, otherwise access to most of the unused

space is denied. Any access violation, such as those between lines 10-13 will result

in a PMP fault trapping to the kernel-owned hard fault handler due to an access vi-

olation. Notably, line 10 shows that execution of RAM belonging to the application

itself is also denied default. Thus, due to kernel-configured6 PMP permissions, our

attempt to execute assembly code stored on the stack within a process’ RAM causes

an exception as well.

Flash Access. Access to Flash memory is similarly governed through Tock’s con-

figuration of PMP. A fixed amount of Flash memory is allocated for each application

6https://github.com/tock/tock/blob/master/kernel/src/process_standard.rs
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(8192 bytes by default). Before loading an application as a process, the kernel will set

appropriate PMP regions over Flash with read and execute permissions only. The

deny-by-default PMP rule ensures applications are confined to only execute from

their given regions. Recalling writing to Flash typically requires an additional hard-

ware peripheral and that peripheral access is mediated by the kernel, writing/eras-

ing Flash can only be achieved if made available by and requested from the kernel

(through a system call) [189].

1 uint32_t flash_start = tock_app_flash_begins_at();
2 uint32_t flash_end = tock_app_flash_ends_at();
3

4 for (uint32_t addr = flash_start; addr < flash_end; addr += 4) {
5 printf("0x%lx: %lu\n", addr, *(uint32_t *)addr);
6 }
7 /* INVALID: every line below will trigger a fault */
8 printf("Before allocated RAM: %lu\n", *(uint32_t *)(flash_start - 4));
9 printf("After allocated RAM: %lu\n", *(uint32_t *)flash_end);

Listing 5.8: Tock application Flash memory walk

In Listing 5.8 above, we can see that an application can read (and is executing)

Flash memory allocated specifically to it. Trying to access Flash before or after what

has been allocated will result in a fault, as seen on lines 8 and 9. This ensures each

application is confined to its own Flash and denied access to Flash belonging to the

kernel or other applications.
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5.2. Kernel Component Access (E2)

Moving away from user applications, we next focus on kernel components, which we

model as untrusted (Chapter 3) due to their potential to introduce malicious code

into the system or be exploited through interfaces exposed to user applications. The

goal of this experiment is to assess whether kernel components are restricted in any

way from accessing resources belonging to user applications or the rest of the kernel.

Background. To consider the importance of modeling kernel components as un-

trusted, we may look at a well-established IoC OS; Linux follows a monolithic design,

in which the core kernel, device drivers, and system libraries are tightly integrated,

written in a memory unsafe language (i.e., C), and execute in the same privileged

mode. Historically, this design may have lead to the success of Linux [40]. However,

the large trusted base incurred by its monolithic design has evidently resulted in

an ever-growing attack surface [148, 40], granting attackers who may inevitably find

and exploit flaws complete privileged access and the opportunity to crash the entire

system.

Research and development into Linux [148, 106] and entirely newly IoC OSs [129,

42, 150, 52, 173] has continuously sought to minimize the trust base. Evidently, the

benefits of a small trust base and resource isolation may also have particular relevance

in the development of multi-tenant IoT OSs due to a more pronounced convergence

and complexity relating to the predominantly multi-tenant OSs found within the

IoC. However, an important aspect differentiating and potentially limiting IoT OSs
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is hardware support. For example, RIOT supports many devices lacking support

for PMP, thus any established trust model (Section 6.2) would differ depending on

selected hardware. Identifying the applicability and trade-offs of security foundations

may be critical for limiting access and trust required by any system component.

Setup. This experiment closely resembles that of the previous experiment. The

primary differentiation is the focus on kernel components, more specifically RIOT

drivers and Tock capsules. By developing kernel components respective to each OS,

we similarly will try to conduct a memory walk, testing for the possibility and any

subsequent outcomes of each operation (read, write, execute) used to access addresses

within the memory ranges identified earlier.

Assessing E2 on RIOT. The amount of access observed for user applications

in RIOT alludes to the fact that kernel components may be granted with the same

amount. In Listing 5.9, we create a kernel driver foo defining several functions, each

of which executes code similar to listings given in E1, as noted in each respective

comment.
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1 #include "foo.h"
2 ...
3 void foo_peripheral(void) {
4 // Listing 5.7
5 }
6

7 void foo_ram(void) {
8 // Listing 5.8
9 }

10

11 void foo_flash(void) {
12 // Listing 5.9
13 }

Listing 5.9: Kernel driver access in RIOT

Any function from foo invoked by a user application using the driver leads to same

outcomes observed for user applications in E1. Moreover, similar to user applications,

(untrusted) kernel components may freely configure/disable MPU protections due to

their privilege and unrestricted access.

Assessing E2 on Tock. Discussed in Section 2.3.3, the Tock kernel is written in

Rust. We noted that unlike the rest of the kernel, Tock kernel components (a.k.a.,

capsules) are sandboxed by Rust’s type-system. Software sandboxing is achieved in

Tock by denying capsules the ability to use any code marked with the unsafe key-

word. Previously highlighted in Listing 4.5, confining code to only use safe Rust

eliminates every direct method we have used thus far to access memory. It further

works towards eliminating a majority of software-based flaws, in turn greatly reduc-

ing the potential for capsules to cause a fault. However, there are certain aspects

Rust’s type-system does not wholly prevent, such as endlessly recursive functions or
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benign stack-based resource allocation. Such scenarios do not break memory safety,

but may exhaust available RAM or potentially cause the entire system to crash.

In Listing 5.10, we include a contrived example capsule for context. Each cap-

sule, including our example, are developed in a Rust library crate (a collection of

code modules to be consumed by others), where denying unsafe code is achieved

via the crate-level attribute #![forbid(unsafe_code)]. Omitting this attribute

would allow capsules to use unsafe code and break the compile-time safety guar-

antees protecting the rest of the system, making it paramount to capsule memory

safety guarantees.
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1 use kernel::hil::led;
2 use kernel::{..., Driver};
3 ...
4 pub const DRIVER_NUM: usize = driver::NUM::Foo as usize;
5

6 pub struct FooDriver<'a, L: led::Led> {
7 led: &'a L,
8 }
9

10 impl<'a, L: led::Led> FooDriver<'a, L> {
11 pub fn new(led: &'a L) -> Self {
12 led.init();
13 Self { led }
14 }
15 }
16

17 impl<L: led::Led> Driver for FooDriver<'_, L> {
18 fn command(...) -> CommandReturn {
19 match command_num {
20 0 => { // Toggle
21 self.led.toggle();
22 CommandReturn::success()
23 },
24 1 => { // Recurse
25 fn recurse() {
26 let data = [1000; 0xff];
27 recurse();
28 }
29 recurse();
30 CommandReturn::success()
31 },
32 _ => CommandReturn::failure(ErrorCode::NOSUPPORT),
33 }
34 }
35 }

Listing 5.10: Tock capsule example

Once compiled into the kernel, user applications may invoke our example capsule
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by triggering a command system call with the correct driver number and related ar-

guments. A command call to our capsule with a command number of 1 will trigger an

unconditional recursive call, seen between lines 24-29, causing a system-wide crash

due to a kernel stack overflow (resulting from resource exhaustion); calling with com-

mand 0 will toggle a MMIO GPIO pin.

Important to note however, is that sandboxed capsules do not directly define the

memory (e.g., MMIO) locations they will be accessing (as that would require unsafe

code), instead, they accept a reference to a hardware interface layer (HIL) type. A

HIL is defined by trusted kernel code and provides a standardized API over vari-

ous hardware devices, such as chip-specific peripherals and off-chip hardware (e.g.,

sensors, radios, etc) [194]. The HIL provides traits and types that eventually get

implemented and utilized by other trusted parts of the kernel, such as a specific

chip. Thus, although a majority of the driver logic may be implemented within an

untrusted capsule, the correctness of an inevitable memory access fundamentally re-

lies on the trusted code providing the underlying HIL implementation.

Moreover, because capsules execute within the same single threaded cooperatively

scheduled loop as the rest of the kernel, there is currently no way to preempt a

long-running capsule. Thus, capsules may prevent the availability of other system

components (such as user applications).

Overall, despite compile-time sandboxing of Tock capsules, memory safety guaran-

tees provided by Rust itself may not necessarily provide the same guarantees estab-
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lished by hardware-based confinement, at least with respect to security. However,

language-based memory safety evidently prevents a large subset of programming

errors, particularly those related to arbitrary memory access.

5.3. Initial Access for Landing an Attack (E3)

Building on knowledge about what can be accessed by applications and OS compo-

nents, we next illustrate how an attacker may gain control of a benign, yet vulnerable,

user application through the exploitation of a stack-based buffer overflow. The vul-

nerable applications contrived for this experiment aim to represent how exploitation

can be used to gain initial access. This access can itself result in access violation,

but will also set the stage for further subsequent experiments that better assess the

utility and pronounce the importance of security foundations. This experiment will

also allow us to test for the existence of any preliminary defense mechanisms working

against stack-based buffer overflows.

Background. In general, every application must be granted a section of memory to

store local data and save CPU registers. Consider execution of non-inlined7 functions,

where a caller branches to the memory address of a function (a.k.a., the callee).

The local scope of the callee will be established through a series of initial machine

instructions (as part of the callee code) to save any registers the callee will manipulate

during execution and/or restore once done execution.

7During compilation, some simpler functions may get inlined. This is an optimization that directly
substitutes the function definition, avoiding extra overhead required to set up a new unnecessary
stack frame.
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Figure 5.2: Generic stack overflow example

These registers are saved into an extensible but finite memory region in RAM

called the stack. As depicted on the left of Figure 5.2, the beginning of stack mem-

ory is typically placed at a higher memory address and grown towards lower memory

addresses. For a target register to be saved onto the stack, a register called the stack

pointer (SP) is decremented to grow the stack, then the value held in the target

register is stored in the newly created space. For example, when a function is called,

the first few instructions within the function, called the function prologue, typically

store a register referred to as the frame pointer (FP) onto the stack. The scope of a

function is defined through the combination FP and SP, as they can be used in tan-

dem to define stack memory used by the current function (a.k.a., the stack frame).

In addition to registers, the stack may be used to save local data, simply by growing

the stack and maintaining a pointer to the memory containing the saved data.

When a function is called, the return address of the caller (i.e., the instruction right
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after the branch instruction) is automatically placed in a special register called the

link register (LR). If the callee intends to return back to the caller, it stores LR onto

the stack during its prologue then, when done, returns to the caller by loading the

saved LR into the program counter (PC) register during its epilogue. Importantly,

the PC register always holds the next instruction for the CPU to fetch then execute.

The epilogue will restore the stack by tearing down the stack frame, then return by

popping LR off of the stack into PC. The fact that LR is first stored onto the stack

during the function prologue, means it always remains below (at a higher memory

address) local data subsequently stored. Consequently, a vulnerability may manifest

when a stack-based buffer is mismanaged by software. If data is allowed to be written

past a buffer’s allocated space, an overflow will occur that could potentially alter the

saved LR, resulting in an altered/overflown value being loaded into PC.

Setup. In this experiment, we assume the role of an attacker with the ability to

interact with our test device. We create two user applications, one for RIOT and

one for Tock, each of which contain a stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability and

also accept arbitrary user input over USB. To exploit each vulnerable application, we

construct adequately sized strings and send them over USB to cause an overflow. We

show how such overflows may be used to redirect normal execution flow, an aspect

further expanded upon in subsequent experiments. Finally, we use this chance of

altered execution to toggle a physical LED on our device, highlighting the fact that

vulnerabilities on low-end IoT devices may lead to physical consequences (imaginably

more severe than a toggled LED).
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Assessing E3 on RIOT. The C code in Listing 5.11 is a RIOT application made

vulnerable to a stack-based overflow. The fread() function accepts arbitrary user

input over USB and stores the input in DATA, a buffer of size 60. The vulnerable()

function copies all 60 characters within DATA into buf, which is a buffer of size 50

stored within vulnerable()’s established stack frame. The size difference results

in an overflow extending beyond space originally allocated by vulnerable()’s pro-

logue. In the absence of the stack overflow, execution would normally return back

within the while loop. However, the overflow in this example writes far enough to

alter the saved return address (recalling Figure 5.2). In the absence of any security

mechanism(s), the result of this alteration will lead to unintended execution. To il-

lustrate how an attacker may exploit this vulnerability, we have included a target()

function that is never invoked, but will turn on an on-board LED if invoked.
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1 #include "periph/gpio.h"
2

3 static char DATA[60];
4

5 static void target(void) {
6 gpio_clear(18); // Turn on LED2 (active low)
7 }
8

9 static void vulnerable(void) {
10 char buf[50];
11 memcpy(buf, DATA, sizeof(DATA)); // Overflow occurs here
12 }
13

14 int main(void) {
15 // Does nothing, but ensures target() does not get optimized out
16 void __attribute__((unused)) (*dummy)(void) = &target;
17

18 gpio_init(18, GPIO_OUT);
19 while (1) {
20 fread(DATA, sizeof(DATA[0]), sizeof(DATA), stdin);
21 vulnerable();
22 }
23 return 0;
24 }

Listing 5.11: RIOT user application vulnerable to stack overflow

Sending 60 bytes will cause fread() to complete and trigger the buffer overflow.

Before we trigger the overflow, we first utilize a debugger to quickly determine the

(4-byte) address of target(). Then, we send a sequence consisting of this address8

repeated 15 times. Consequently, vulnerable() will be called, causing an over-

8For the address to be correctly loaded by our device’s CPU, we must take into account two
specific conditions. First, data accesses on our ARMv7-M-based device are always interpreted
in little endian format [19, p.68]. Second, the ARMv7-M instruction set also requires addresses
loaded into PC have a LSB equal to 1 [19, p.125]. For example, if we wanted place the address
0x000000dc onto the stack, we must send the escaped hex string \xdd\x00\x00\x00, noting the
correct byte order and LSB.
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flow by copying our sequence of return addresses from DATA into buf and beyond.

Once complete, vulnerable() will return through its epilogue, loading the address

of target() into PC. This successfully completes without any mechanism in place

to stop it, turning on the on-board LED as a consequence.

Interestingly, RIOT contains an optional system library9 introducing the stack

smashing protector (SSP) [141] compiler feature. The basis of SSP is predicated

on automatic code transformations, where additional code is inserted into relevant

non-inlined functions at compile-time. As depcited in Figure 5.3, a value called a

stack canary will first be placed on the stack right above any registers saved during

the prologue. Then, additional code is interposed between the function body and

epilogue that checks the integrity of the canary. If an overflow were to occur, the

canary value would always be overwritten first and before saved registers, including

the return address. Subsequently, the integrity check would fail and allow for a

decision to be made by the kernel developers. RIOT’s SSP library triggers a panic

causing a hard fault function handler to be invoked. Once trapped to the hard fault

handler, architecture specific code handles the access violation. RIOT’s hard fault

handler by default prints relevant debug information then resets the entire system.

9https://doc.riot-os.org/group__sys__ssp.html
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Figure 5.3: Stack canary flow diagram

In RIOT, the canary value is a random 64-bit number that remains the same for a

specific firmware image. The value is updated when code is recompiled and flashed

onto the device. Further, despite the canary being 64-bit, we found through our

testing that only a single machine word is stored and validated. In our case, we

are testing on a 32-bit word size device, thus only the least significant 32-bits of the

canary are stored on the stack for subsequent validation. An attacker must determine

the canary (a 32-bit entropic value in our case) to bypass this mechanism. To test

this, we enabled SSP, stepped through a debugging session to learn the current

firmware’s canary value then, instead of overflowing the stack completely with our

desired return address, we sent repetitions of the canary value followed by our desired

return address10. The result successfully bypasses SSP, allowing us to alter the return

value as before. Overall, the effectiveness of this mechanism relies on keeping the

10We also had to increase the size of DATA (Listing 5.11) from 60 to 64. This accounted for the
stack increase needed to store the canary and allowed our overflow to reach the saved return
address.
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canary secret, which, under our threat model, leaves bruteforce guessing [35] as the

most evident threat. Notably, this finding is not wholly relevant to our discussion

on foundations but nonetheless shows that there are additional defense mechanisms

viable for low-end devices not requiring substantial/any code refactoring that can be

added later on in the developmental life cycle.

Assessing E3 on Tock. The same principles described in the RIOT example

above similarly apply to Tock applications written in C, such as that of Listing 5.12

below. The getnstr() function accepts arbitrary user input over serial USB, result-

ing in a stack overflow.
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1 #include <led.h>
2

3 static char DATA[60];
4

5 static void target(void) {
6 led_on(1); // Toggle on LED2
7 }
8

9 static void vulnerable(void) {
10 char buf[50];
11 memcpy(buf, DATA, sizeof(DATA)); // Overflow occurs here
12 }
13

14 int main(void) {
15 // Does nothing, but ensures target() does not get optimized out
16 void __attribute__((unused)) (*dummy)(void) = &target;
17

18 while (1) {
19 getnstr(DATA, sizeof(DATA));
20 vulnerable();
21 }
22 return 0;
23 }

Listing 5.12: Tock user application vulnerable to stack overflow

Through a GDB session, we determine the address of the uncalled function is

0x00030096. Sending the appropriately formatted repeated sequence of this address

successfully invokes target(), resulting in the on-board LED turning on. Unlike

RIOT, we found no optional (or mandatory) stack canary implementation for Tock.

5.4. Payload Injection (E4)

Building directly on E3, we next examine whether an attacker may take advantage of

stack-based overflows to inject and execute arbitrary code on the stack. The goal is
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to determine whether this form of arbitrary code execution is possible or to identify

the existence of any preventative mechanisms.

Background. Written code must eventually be turned into machine code, se-

quences of binary data understood and executed by a specifically targeted CPU.

This binary format (i.e., machine code) is specified by the CPU’s underlying ISA,

which also specifies a corresponding assembly language serving as the lowest human-

readable interface with a one-to-one mapping to machine code. These days, assembly

code is the final intermediary representation produced by a higher-level programming

language (e.g., C, Rust, etc) compiler. Compilers typically support many different

ISAs, allowing them to produce assembly code to be subsequently turned into ma-

chine code by an assembler.

1 @ This is a comment
2 @ assembly code machine code pseudocode
3 @ ------------------- ------------ ----------
4 mov r4, #5 @ 4f f0 05 04 r4 = 5
5 mov r1, r4, lsl #28 @ 4f ea 04 71 r1 = 5 << 28 = GPIO base address
6 mov r2, r4, lsl #8 @ 4f ea 04 22 r2 = 5 << 8
7 add r2, r2, #4 @ 02 f1 04 02 r2 = r2 + 4 = GPIO OUT port offset
8 add r1, r1, r2 @ 11 44 r1 += r2 = GPIO OUT address
9 ldr r2, [r1], #4 @ 51 f8 04 2b r2 = value stored in GPIO OUT

10 mov r3, #1 @ 4f f0 01 03 r3 = 1
11 lsl r3, r3, #17 @ 4f ea 43 43 r3 = r3 << 17 = LED1 bit number
12 eor r2, r3 @ 82 ea 03 02 Toggle LED1 bit on
13 str r2, [r1, #-4] @ 41 f8 04 2c Write result back to GPIO OUT

Listing 5.13: ARM assembly for toggling a GPIO pin

In Listing 5.13, assembly code is displayed beside its corresponding machine code

(in hexadecimal format) targeting an ARM Cortex-M4 [22] CPU implementing the
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ARMv7-M ISA [19]. The code reads in the memory-mapped address of a general-

purpose input/output (GPIO) port pertaining to an nRF52832 MCU [135], then

writes back the value with a specific bit-flipped to toggle a physical pin connected

to an LED on our chosen test device. As discussed, instructions are normally stored

in Flash memory, yet theoretically, execution of these instructions may be achieved

by storing them at a location on the stack then loading PC with the address of that

specific location.

Setup. This experiment utilizes the same code from Listing 5.11 for RIOT and

Listing 5.12 for Tock. Deciding to inject and execute the payload above in List-

ing 5.13, we collect the given assembly code as a string of escaped hex characters, as

shown in Listing 5.14. To ensure this string is 60 characters long (enough to trigger

the overflow), we pad it with several no operation (NOP) instructions (highlighted

in green). NOPs are valid instructions which do not directly change any resource

(e.g., memory or program-accessible register values), executing such instructions will

simply result in PC being incremented to allow the next instruction to execute. We

follow the NOPs with the actual assembly instructions (in blue) we wish to execute.

The final four bytes (in red) comprise the return address used to redirect execution

flow (as done in E3), however, instead of jumping to a function like before, this ad-

dress will instead be chosen to point back into the stack (56 bytes behind the saved

return address) to where our NOPs and assembly instructions exist.
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\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46
\x09\x46\x4f\xf0\x05\x04\x4f\xea\x04\x71\x4f\xea\x04\x22\x02\xf1
\x04\x02\x11\x44\x51\xf8\x04\x2b\x4f\xf0\x01\x03\x4f\xea\x43\x43
\x82\xea\x03\x02\x41\xf8\x04\x2c\xFF\xFF\xFF\xFF

Listing 5.14: Attack string containing 9 NOPs (green), 10 assembly instructions of
interest (blue), followed by the return address (red) to be replaced

Previously in E3, we found initial access through injection was possible under cer-

tain conditions for both RIOT and Tock. Thus, this experiment focuses on whether

altering the return address to point to a payload on the stack (located in RAM) may

result in code execution.

Assessing E4 on RIOT. Starting with RIOT, we send the attack string outlined

in Listing 5.14 to the vulnerable program (with SSP disabled), appropriately replac-

ing the return address (\x2d\x08\x00\x20 in our specific setup) to point back to our

code on the stack. The result is successful code execution leading to the on-board

LED being turned on. However, we must be quick to note this is as the default

behavior in RIOT.

Alternatively, RIOT provides an optional feature11 that can be enabled at compile-

time to make RAM non-executable (i.e., read-write only). This feature is only avail-

able on certain ARM Cortex-M devices (such as our test device) due to reliance on

an MPU (Section 4.1.2). With this feature enabled, an MPU region is set up by the

kernel during system initialization to ensure non-executable RAM. Notably, making

11https://github.com/RIOT-OS/RIOT/blob/master/cpu/cortexm_common/vectors_cortexm.c
#L149
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RAM non-executable prevents any code execution in all RAM-allocated sections,

including the stack and heap. This also applies to kernel code, as both user applica-

tions, kernel components, and the core kernel differ very little from one another upon

execution. This means users deciding to opt-in for non-executable RAM (assuming

support in hardware) will also prevent kernel code from executing code in RAM (as

long as all components refrain from disabling the MPU at runtime).

Repeating our experiment with this feature enabled results in the overflow writing

over stack data as before, but any subsequent execution of the assembly code being

denied. Instead, an MPU access violation occurs resulting in the OSs hard fault

function handler resetting the entire system. Overall, providing a non-executable

stack on platforms supporting PMP (such as those with an ARM MPU) may make

exploitation relying on execution in RAM non-trivial to exploit, instead requiring

more advanced techniques not reliant on code injection in RAM (Section 5.6).

Assessing E4 on Tock. We repeat this experiment on Tock, sending the same

string given in Listing 5.14, only replacing the return address (in red) with an appro-

priate address within the stack. As we know, Tock utilizes hardware-backed PMP

by default, setting RAM as read-write only. Thus, our targeted attempt to execute

assembly code stored on the stack within a process’ RAM causes an exception that

traps to the trusted kernel’s hard fault handler.

Interestingly, Tock additionally provides an optional feature to gracefully recover
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from faults triggered by an application. Through a set of fault policies12, the Tock

kernel can be configured to, for example, stop or restart a faulting process, where

the former provides fault isolation and the latter goes one step further to also allow

fault recovery for processes (c.f. Section 6.5).

5.5. Maneuvering Around Defense Mechanisms

(E5)

When assessing E1 on RIOT, we found it possible for any code on the system to

directly access peripheral memory, even those specified as private (i.e., only accessible

in the privileged mode), due to lack of privilege separation. After that in E4, we

saw that arbitrary code execution on the stack may be thwarted by hardware-based

PMP protections in Tock and in RIOT when enabled. By considering the outcome

of these two prior experiments and the fact that PMP is configured through private

registers (c.f. Section 4.1.2), this experiment aims to examine the role and importance

of privileges modes as a foundation for systems relying on PMP for access control.

Background. As we have seen, setting the stack as non-executable effectively mit-

igates against arbitrary stack-based code execution. However, it does not prevent an

attacker from diverting control flow, as described in E3 and experimented with again

in E4. Thus, if given the opportunity, an attacker may still divert control flow to any

valid code location(s) (e.g., in Flash memory) directly accessible by the target. In

general, this process is typically referred to as a code reuse [186, 166] attack. In this

12https://github.com/tock/tock/blob/master/kernel/src/process_policies.rs
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experiment, we directly build upon prior experiments and ideas relating13 to code

reuse to examine the importance of privilege modes for systems relying on PMP.

Setup. We seek to inject and execute code on the stack, even after the target sys-

tem has already configured the stack as non-executable via PMP. To approach this,

we introduce slight modifications to code given in Listing 5.11 for RIOT and List-

ing 5.12 for Tock, outlined respectively below. We include functions that, if invoked,

may allow code to disable PMP, but only if said code is running in the privileged

mode. We do not plan to invoke these functions directly in our modified programs,

instead we will attempt to modify and inject the attack string from Listing 5.14 to

conduct a code reuse attack. This will involve redirecting control flow to the afore-

mentioned function capable of disabling PMP. Subsequently, our attack string must

also cause a secondary redirection to the instruction payload which, upon execution,

will visually indicate success via an LED as before. If our attack succeeds, this ex-

periment will have demonstrated how an attacker may conduct code reuse attacks

to fully disable PMP on systems relying on PMP but lacking adequate privilege

separation. As a result, attackers may be capable of further exploitation by gaining

back the ability to inject and execute arbitrary instructions of their choosing on the

stack. If the attack fails, we hypothesize the root cause may be due to the utilization

of privilege modes, used to prevent unprivileged code from accessing PMP registers.

We hope to conclude that utilizing the foundation of privilege modes is critical to

ensuring configured PMP protections remain unaltered by code ideally modeled as

untrusted (Section 3.1).

13We discuss more specific and advanced code reuse techniques in Section 5.6.
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Assessing E5 on RIOT. Starting with RIOT, Listing 5.15 introduces a similar

but slightly modified version of that given in E3. The vulnerable() function remains

the same, however we enable the optional feature found in E4 to make RAM (and

thus the stack) non-executable. Enabling this feature does not require users change

their application source code14, but if users want to enable, modify, or disable PMP

at runtime themselves, they may include the appropriate OS provided code to do so;

our primary code modifications to Listing 5.15 involve including this code. As our

test device is ARM-based, we include the header for configuring the MPU on line

1. Due to compiler optimizations enabled by default in RIOT, any unused functions

(including those from the header) get compiled out. Thus, on line 11 we create a

function pointer pointing to a function of particular interest from the header, that

is, one for disabling the MPU entirely15. This pointer ensures said function is not

compiled out, allowing the function to exist in the code but remain uncalled. Just

as in E4, if we were to now inject the prior attack string onto the stack, execution

would be denied, resulting in a system-wide reset.

14The feature is gated by a compiler flag which users may opt-in through their project’s Makefile.
15https://github.com/RIOT-OS/RIOT/blob/master/cpu/cortexm_common/mpu.c#L24
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1 #include <mpu.h>
2

3 static char DATA[60];
4

5 static void vulnerable(void) {
6 char buf[50];
7 memcpy(buf, DATA, sizeof(DATA));
8 }
9

10 int main(void) {
11 // Does nothing, but ensures mpu_disable() does not get optimized out
12 int __attribute__((unused)) (*dummy)(void) = &mpu_disable;
13

14 while (1) {
15 fread(DATA, sizeof(DATA[0]), sizeof(DATA), stdin);
16 vulnerable();
17 }
18 return 0;
19 }

Listing 5.15: Modified version of Listing 5.11

However, if, through additional means, an attacker were able to disable MPU

protections, they may freely inject and execute code on the stack thereafter. In our

contrived example, code for disabling the MPU has been provided as mentioned. Our

goal then, is to divert control flow to reuse said code, then, to subsequently coerce

execution of our chosen assembly instructions placed on the stack right after. By

making modifications to the attack string from E4 (Listing 5.14) we achieve exactly

this. We defer the specific details to Appendix A. In summary, our modifications

allow us to first redirect control flow to invoke mpu_disable() then subsequently

redirect control flow a second time back to the assembly instructions in our attack

string. The result shows that, without privilege separation to protect private registers

in RIOT, any code running as part of a RIOT system can disable PMP protections.
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Disabling PMP leaves a RIOT system more vulnerable, as attackers can execute

straightforward code injection attacks with greater ease; potentially suggesting that

OSs (and any involved entities) should not expect PMP security guarantees to be

upheld if not used in tandem with privilege modes.

Assessing E5 on Tock. As we learned in E1, Tock user applications are denied

access to any peripheral memory which, if we recall, includes PMP registers. Thus

precluding any access by user applications to PMP registers. To test this in the

context of this experiment, we provide Listing 5.16 as a modified version of that

previously given in E3. As user applications presumably cannot access PMP reg-

isters, there is no provided user library providing a function equivalent to RIOT’s

mpu_disable() we can target. Thus, in lines 3-6 we provide our own equivalent16.

16Recalling Section 4.1.2, the MPU_CTRL register is memory-mapped to address 0xE000ED94 and
refers to the MPU Control Register of an ARM-based device’s MPU [22, p.59]. The first bit of
this register is the ENABLE bit [19, p.693]. If set to 1, the MPU is enabled, if 0, it is disabled.
Code in Listing 5.16 clears the ENABLE bit using a bitwise operation, if successfully executed
this would disable the MPU.
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1 static char DATA[60];
2

3 static void mpu_disable(void) {
4 uint32_t *MPU_CTRL = (uint32_t *)0xE000ED94;
5 *MPU_CTRL &= ~0x1;
6 }
7

8 static void vulnerable(void) {
9 char buf[50];

10 memcpy(buf, DATA, sizeof(DATA));
11 }
12

13 int main(void) {
14 mpu_disable();
15 while (1) {
16 getnstr(DATA, sizeof(DATA));
17 vulnerable();
18 }
19 return 0;
20 }

Listing 5.16: Modified version of Listing 5.12

We forgo injecting an attack string to alter control flow for invoking mpu_disable(),

instead opting to simply invoke it directly on line 14. We chose this simplifica-

tion as our initial debugging sessions confirm that execution proceeds only up until

mpu_disable() is invoked. Once invoked, a fault is triggered by the access and the

application is terminated. With a bit more explaining, we can eliminate the need

for continuing further with a full-fledged attack. To start, this outcome is a result

of several factors. First, as we learned, Tock utilizes PMP for more than setting

RAM as non-executable; it additionally confines user applications to pre-established

regions of memory granted to that application. This means the observed fault was

not generated due difference in privilege, but due to the dynamically allocated PMP
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established by privileged kernel code prior to the application being scheduled. How-

ever, even if PMP was not used to confine Tock user applications, applications would

still be denied from accessing PMP registers. We can test this by disabling PMP17

then examining execution of the code in Listing 5.16 again. Doing so results in

another fault occurring, this time due to the unprivileged user applications attempt-

ing to access a register only accessible by privileged code. Overall, this highlights

how correct usage of privilege modes to separate out code may prevent tampering of

security critical resources.

5.6. Tabulated Summary and Discussion

Experiments conducted throughout this chapter examined the utilization of founda-

tional security mechanisms employed by two actively developed IoT OSs. During

these experiments, we also identified additional non-foundational mechanisms, such

as the stack canary. Experiments were made to focus on access to memory-mapped

private registers and peripherals, RAM, or Flash memory, which when taken together

form the single physical address space of a low-end device. As every software com-

ponent comprising an IoT OS shares this single physical address space, our focus on

memory access gave insight into the amount of access components we modeled as

untrusted have and exactly how security mechanisms may be used to prevent access

violations originating from said components.

17Disabling PMP in Tock can be achieved by removing the line referenced by the following: https:
//github.com/tock/tock/blob/1.4.1/kernel/src/sched.rs#L268.
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As summarized in Table 5.1, the foundations/mechanisms utilized by each sys-

tem varies quite significantly. Further, even though mechanisms such as PMP were

utilized between both systems, the specific details of such utilization differ, notably,

in ways affecting security. To better understand why, we may recall the difference

between foundation and mechanism. That is, a security foundation was said to be a

mechanism, but one which typically requires tight integration during the initial devel-

opmental stages of an OS to effectively uphold security guarantees (c.f. Chapter 4).

In general, foundations and standard mechanisms may be critical to upholding sys-

tem properties relating to security, but foundations are those which a system adapted

from the beginning and took into account the necessary design considerations needed

to utilize the underlying mechanism to its full potential (and thus have it established

as a foundation). As mentioned, this distinction highlights how foundations adhere

to the principle of security by design. We next recap our findings on RIOT and Tock,

then revisit the importance of foundations thereafter.
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Resource RIOT Tock
User

Applications
Kernel

Components
User

Applications
Kernel

Components

Private Registers R/W

Peripherals R/W

RAM
R

W

X

Flash R/W/X

Table 5.1.: Security mechanisms employed against unwarranted memory access vio-
lations in selected platforms on our test device; blank entries denote no
employed mechanism (full unrestricted access)

Hardware-based: physical memory protection, privilege modes

Software-based: language-based sandboxing, stack canary

Focusing on RIOT first, we found in E1 and E2 that RIOT does not employ

any mechanism to prevent access to private registers, peripherals, RAM, or Flash.

However, subsequently in E3 we found RIOT does contain an optional stack canary

mechanism to help mitigate against attackers maliciously diverting control flow via

stack-based overflow vulnerabilities. Later in E4, we found RIOT has another op-

tional feature for establishing PMP rules to prevent execution on the stack.

Next, experimenting with Tock gave us a hands-on experience with the mecha-

nisms we had first learned it supports during our overview (Section 2.3.3). In E1,
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we confirmed that user applications are restricted by PMP, and later in E5 we found

upholding such restrictions were backed by privilege modes. More specifically, PMP

restrictions denied user application memory access to any private registers, periph-

erals, and RAM and Flash not explicitly allocated to the application. Additionally,

PMP rules are applied to the allocated memory of an application as well, leaving

allocated RAM read-write only and allocated Flash read-execute only. As a result,

applications are completely isolated from the rest of the system, only able to restric-

tively access allocated resources and having to request access to other resources via

the OS kernel. Regarding the kernel, we examined in E2 how Tock kernel components

(i.e., capsules) are isolated via language-based sandboxing mechanisms. Relying on

Rust’s memory safety, capsules are prevented from accessing any resource they are

not meant to access at compile-time, providing a form of isolation; given the absence

of flaws in core kernel-provided encapsulated unsafe code which certain capsules may

rely upon.

The contrast between what and how mechanisms are applied in these two OSs

starts to highlight the importance of security by design and its relation to security

foundations. In particular, how PMP is tightly integrated (in tandem with privi-

lege modes) in Tock exemplifies the definition of a foundation when contrasted with

RIOT’s use of it loosely as a mechanism. Tock is designed around PMP, its ap-

plications must be allocated and loaded into specific regions of memory, and the

kernel must be aware of these regions to apply PMP protections. Further, Tock’s

applications run as unprivileged, providing defense-in-depth against access attempts

to private registers and an environment in which the kernel may catch, isolate, and
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recover from faults induced by any user application. RIOT on the other hand does

not provide the same security benefits, PMP is not as integrated and privilege modes

are not used. The consequence of this was examined in E5, where lack of isolation

and access control allowed us to disable PMP entirely from a user application. This

may allow us to conclude that because RIOT does not use PMP as a foundation, but

rather as a mechanism loosely coupled with its execution environment, it becomes

extremely vulnerable to attack.

However, using PMP as a foundation would require significant effort from RIOT

developers; requiring a separation of kernel code and application code at the binary

level at compile-time and potentially at the privilege level upon execution. This,

in turn, would require implementing a system call interface between kernel/user

code, as opposed the current direct function invocation interface. Moreover, such

an implementation would likely incur overhead (for dynamic PMP configuration and

context switching), potentially affecting RIOT’s real-time capabilities, and only be

applicable to devices with underlying support for PMP and multiple privilege modes.

Discussion thus far is not meant to paint a negative picture over RIOT, rather it

serves to point out constraints introduced by low-end devices and the challenges they

pose to OS security and portability. It may also allude to an increased relevance in

software-based security mechanisms. For example, Tock’s use of Rust as a foundation

is a novel method to provide kernel component isolation with little overhead, and

RIOT’s optional stack canary is a simple, yet pragmatic, software-based mechanism

that can be included without the need for an extensive code rewrite. As software-
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based security mechanisms do not rely on underlying hardware support, they may

be particularly relevant to IoT OSs aiming to support low-end devices lacking such

underlying support.

Systems security is a complex problem, navigating around constraints imposed by

low-end devices while also trying to satisfy diverse IoT use cases add to the challenge

of this problem. However, considering the benefits and trade-offs of security founda-

tions may be critical in adequately reducing the potential for access violations. Due

to the nature of foundations, security considerations may be needed early on in the

design or development stages of an IoT OS. In the next chapter, we shift discussion

towards bringing several aspects relating to IoT OS security to the surface, looking

to formalizing our work thus far and build upon it to identify criteria developers may

work towards satisfying to improve the security of an IoT OS.
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Criteria for Securing OSs

Supporting Low-End Devices in

the IoT

This chapter outlines a set of criteria towards securely developing (new or preexist-

ing) IoT OSs supporting low-end devices. Additionally, we contextualize and com-

pare these criteria against our two selected systems, RIOT and Tock. We split our

criteria into two sets, foundational and supporting. Foundational criteria (F1–F5)

serve to formalize and parallel our prior discussion and correlate with hands-on work

in an independent fashion. Supporting criteria (S1–S4) also build upon our discus-

sions, but primarily outline how developers may build above and maintain systems

with established foundations that already adequately satisfy foundational criteria.

Notably, if, upon examination, a system is found to inadequately satisfy certain
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foundational criteria, it may suggest an inherent lack of security foundations, which

fundamentally serve to prevent access violations. Thus, although both sets of criteria

work towards enabling developers to more effectively develop, deploy, and maintain

secure IoT OSs, foundational criteria ultimately hold precedence for establishing an

initial secure execution environment suitable for subsequent development towards,

potentially just as important, supporting criteria.

6.1. Small Trust Base (F1)

Maintain and guarantee the correctness of a small trust base that is resistant to tam-

pering and which encapsulates all security-critical functionality

A small trust base may serve to establish hardware-based protections and encap-

sulate a majority of security-critical functionality requiring considerable access to

underlying resources, e.g., direct memory access, scheduling, memory allocation, etc,

while remaining minimal in terms of code size [140, p.22]. Importantly, an estab-

lished small trust base should always be the first component to begin execution upon

device power/reset and remain resistant to tampering thereafter. If lacking this ini-

tial base, an IoT OS may have no way to establish and subsequently enforce resource

isolation (F3) and erroneously grant other components undue access to other parts of

the system. Further, a small trust may allow an OS to establish its trust models (F2)

through a small amount of, ideally easy to audit (S4), code that also encapsulates

what is required to provide essential functionality (e.g., scheduling) and access un-

derlying hardware (i.e., that which is inherently unsafe and typically must be trusted
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by the rest of the system). As a result, a small trust base should reduce the attack

surface on critical system components [40], grant an OS the ability to contain and

recover from faults (F5), and safely extend trust outwards where appropriate [1].

Comparing RIOT to Tock on F1 RIOT is developed in a highly modular fash-

ion, however this does not necessarily mean that upon execution RIOT has a small

trust base. Referring back to Section 2.3.2, RIOT’s core kernel includes support for

scheduling, context switching, IPC, and synchronization primitives (e.g., mutexes,

etc) [31]. All other components are developed separately from the core kernel, in-

cluding drivers and hardware abstractions. However, upon execution, all this code is

compiled together into a single monolithic binary (along with user application code)

and executed with the same privileges (even on devices supporting multiple privilege

modes, the consequences of which we discussed through our experiments). Further,

the fact that RIOT is written in C, a type- and memory-unsafe language, means that

RIOT and the applications developed atop it lack compile-time guarantees towards

the reduction of software bugs/vulnerabilities.

Moving on, Tock follows a microkernel approach, only including essential function-

ality to support scheduling, context switching, IPC, system calls, interrupts, memory

management, and hardware abstraction [105]. As discussed, Tock separates kernel

code into trusted and untrusted code. Primarily achieved through the Rust pro-

gramming language, Tock keeps its trust base small and uses it to encapsulate all

required unsafe code, then integrate untrusted kernel capsule components that are

sandboxed at compile-time by Rust’s powerful type system (Section 4.2.2), all with
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little resulting overhead [104]. Evidently, this allows Tock to avoid including large

sections of what would be trusted code (e.g., device drivers) in their trusted kernel

core, enabling efficiency and low-overhead typically seen in monolithic kernel imple-

mentations [105]. Finally, we also learned and examined through experimentation

Tock’s extensive use of multiple privilege modes and PMP to confine user applica-

tions, in turn preventing any unwarranted access to any part of the kernel (trusted

or otherwise). By limiting the hardware it supports, Tock ensures these guarantees

remain invariant.

6.2. Established Trust Models (F2)

Establish and document one or more model(s) to clearly capture system security

guarantees currently provided, considering access capabilities/boundaries of any po-

tentially involved entities and system components

Throughout their life cycle, IoT devices are subject to many different interactions

and may be deployed in unexpected or hostile environments (Chapter 3). The var-

ious entities that develop, deploy, and use these systems should not be granted the

same levels of unwarranted trust. Similarly, this also applies directly to software,

where an OS’s small trust base (F1) ideally remains as the only trusted component

for upholding, establishing, and enforcing access control/isolation.

If adopting this criterion, the core developers of an IoT OS should establish a set of

explicitly stated, accessible, and well-defined trust models, from the beginning [140,
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p.24]. Upholding said models may require utilization of security foundations (Chap-

ter 4) and satisfying additional criteria, such as resource isolation (F3) and fault

isolation/recovery (F5). Establishing trust models may be of particular importance

for multi-tenant OSs due to the fact that they may be utilized for hosting multiple

components on a single device, each of which may be provided by different mutually

distrusting parties [104]. Regardless, this criterion may serve any system (includ-

ing those that are monolithic) for it may motivate reluctant allocation [140, p.24]

of access privileges across components and outline, for any involved party, what ex-

plicit and (possibly unauthorized) implicit access boundaries exist between system

components.

Comparing RIOT to Tock on F2 There is no clearly defined trust model for

RIOT within the current literature [31, 32, 33] or its publicly stated design goals [157].

This lack of established trust models makes it difficult to ascertain what security

guarantees RIOT provides to any involved parties, potentially leading RIOT devel-

opers and users to unknowingly downplay relevant security goals, particularly on

systems running or making use of multiple potentially vulnerable user applications,

system libraries, and kernel drivers.

On the other hand, Tock has been built from the beginning to support a multi-

programming environment comprised of mutually distrustful components [104]. As

discussed, Tock has a trusted core kernel and every component, process, and involved

party must trust this base. Using component isolation techniques, Tock establishes

a trust base that defines the trust model governing its user processes and untrusted
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kernel components (capsules). Although each of these components have different

goals, trust is reluctantly allocated to both in a relatively fine-grained manner al-

lowing mutual distrust at the kernel and application level, guaranteeing interfaces to

resources explicitly exposed by a resource owner are the only permitted interfaces to

any resource in general [105]. Moreover, the different levels of trust between com-

ponents is clearly outlined in an easily accessible public document [207] adjacent to

the OSs actual source code.

6.3. Resource Allocation and Isolation (F3)

Allow for explicit allocation of device resources to software components, ensure re-

sources granted to one given component remain isolated from any other unrelated

components to prevent unwarranted access attempts, and enforce resource allocation

limitations to prevent potential runtime resource overuse/exhaustion

Given code, data, and peripherals are all accessed through operations on memory,

enforcing memory allocation and isolation restrictions is central to this criterion.

Once explicit allocations can be made, isolation may be used to prevent access vio-

lations originating from kernel drivers to the core kernel, user applications to kernel

components, and each application running in user space to any other part of the

system (including other user applications). Utilizing a combination of hardware- or

software-based foundations and ancillary mechanisms, an OS should work towards

reducing the potential for any access violation and contain/recover from faults (F5),

both of which may help achieve relevant security goals (Section 3.3) by removing the
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possibility for compromised components to negatively affect other components or

system runtime. Ideally, this should be achieved without unreasonable performance

costs or restricting explicit communication capabilities between components (F4).

Among the constraints imposed on low-end IoT devices, energy may be one of par-

ticular importance to ensuring overall availability (c.f., Section 2.2.2). In addition

to making use of deep sleep modes and efficient scheduling to conserve energy (Sec-

tion 2.3), an IoT OS may aim to provide the means to allocate, limit, and isolate the

energy consumption of certain software components. Through its small trust base

(F1), an IoT OS may become capable of allocating and enforcing policies over energy

usage (given a known/estimated total of available energy) [2] over distinct software

components (e.g. user applications and kernel drivers). This may help prolong the

life of an IoT device [128], guarantee components do not exceed their allocated en-

ergy resources, and ensure other components cannot steal energy reserved for others

(paralleling our discussion on memory isolation).

The allocation, isolation, and mediation of access to important resources, such as

memory and energy, serve as critical steps towards the enforcement of an IoT OSs

established trust models (Section 6.2). An IoT OS must proactively utilize hardware-

or software-based security foundations and employ any additional mechanisms to

strengthen and deliver the properties promised by said models.

Comparing RIOT to Tock on F3 Alluded to by its lack of established trust

models and made evident through our experimental work, RIOT currently does not
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employ resource isolation. Although RIOT is modular-by-design, once components

are compiled together, they run with the same privileges and have full access to

the single physical address space accessible to all user applications and the kernel.

Despite this, we learned that RIOT makes use of PMP on ARM Cortex-M devices

containing an MPU. However, we also learned that multiple privilege modes are never

used, even on platforms with support for such. Privilege separation has relevance to

security when used in tandem with PMP (Section 5.5), but lack of privilege separa-

tion does not completely devalue use of PMP, e.g., for stack protections, rather, it

means every component runs with the same privilege and may freely disable PMP, in

turn removing any configured memory protections and granting unrestricted access

to any memory location. Executing code in this manner certainly raises concern for

security, particularly due to the fact that RIOT and its applications are/will primar-

ily be written in the memory-unsafe C language. Due to the foundational nature of

PMP and privilege modes, enforcing privilege separation in RIOT would be highly

non-trivial. For example, if the kernel were to be run as privileged and user applica-

tions as unprivileged, a standard system call interface would need to be made, then,

every user application and kernel interface (including kernel drivers and libraries)

would require changes to support the system call interface. Moreover, these changes

sadly would not apply across the wide variety of hardware supported by RIOT, as

some completely lack underlying hardware support.

As alluded to in previous sections, Tock facilitates and employs (via its trusted ker-

nel core) both hardware- and software-based memory isolation techniques, isolating

untrusted kernel components through language-based sandboxing and user processes
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through hardware-based privileges modes and PMP. Within the kernel, Tock lever-

ages Rust’s type-safe and memory-safe features to separate trusted and untrusted

components. The untrusted capsule components (written in Rust) may not use the

unsafe keyword, resulting in compile-time sandboxing, such that by design, cap-

sules, for example, cannot dereference arbitrary pointers. This both stops arbitrary

memory access to kernel memory, and any access to the memory of a given process

that is making use of a capsule. Outside the kernel, Tock uses of hardware-based

privilege modes and PMP enables the enforcement of memory isolation between each

user application and the kernel. Configuration is done by the Tock kernel, ensuring

memory allocated to each process is the only accessible memory to each respective

process. To our knowledge, Tock does not provide any means to allocate or en-

forcibly limit energy consumption over components. As a result, devices constrained

in energy may become subject to resource exhaustion attacks whereupon exploited

or malicious untrusted components constantly execute until total device availability

is compromised due to a lack of finite energy.

6.4. Access Control Mechanisms (F4)

Facilitate the explicit establishment and maintenance of controlled/mediated exclu-

sive communication channel(s) for/between kernel components and user applications

An inextricable challenge arises when device resources are exclusively allocated and

isolated to individual software components (F3). That is, imposed isolation bound-

aries prevent components from directly communicating with or accessing resources
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owned by others. Thus, developing access control mechanisms allowing for inter-

component communication and resource sharing in a controlled/mediated fashion

becomes necessary, but may require more complex designs [7] to ensure proper ad-

herence to important security principles. For example, implementation of access

control mechanisms, such as system call interfaces to access kernel services or kernel-

mediated shared memory, should avoid over-allocation of resources, aim to only ex-

tend privileges when needed, in a controlled manner and for the shortest duration

necessary, and deny any access not explicitly established by-default [140, p.21-22][74].

Further, the consumption of finite resources, such as energy, should be traced back

to the consumer (e.g. user application) and counted towards it total energy quota

depending on the enforced policy [2]. In turn, this may allow an OS to maintain

resource isolation and provide access controls in a fine-grained manner.

Notably, access controls must follow after techniques used to achieve resource isola-

tion (F3) but similarly may be provided through software or hardware. Interestingly,

academic work proposing augmentation [206, 115] or replacement of [211] hardware-

based memory protections on (constrained) low-end devices has made it evident

that existing (Section 4.1.1) COTS hardware-based access control mechanisms are

inherently coarse-grained. The limited number of hardware-based privilege levels

and PMP regions are limitations that may incline developers towards developing

software-based access controls in tandem with or parallel to hardware-based mech-

anisms. Software may provide greater flexibility and fine-grained control [129, 42,

183], but, for example, may incur runtime costs [55, 52, 120] and/or rely on compile-

time guarantees [129, 42] which may not provide the same isolation guarantees of
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hardware-based isolation, particularly in low-level systems, such as OSs, that may

fundamentally require some use of code that cannot be guaranteed completely safe

at compile time (Section 4.2.2). Similar arguments apply with respect to energy

management [128]. Thus, an IoT OS may better serve by making use of available

hardware-based mechanisms and complementing or compensating for any hardware

limitations through software-based means.

Comparing RIOT to Tock on F4 Given every software component comprising

RIOT is compiled into a singular monolithic binary, it becomes straightforward for

any component to directly invoke services (in the form of function calls) provided

by other components. RIOT’s limited use of PMP precludes the need for complex

hardware-enforced system call interfaces (backed by privilege modes). Further, given

RIOT is developed in C, it can not and does not gain compile-time guarantees pro-

vided by memory-safe alternatives. Notably, this results in RIOT lacking adequate

resource isolation (particularly memory isolation), preventing RIOT from providing

any tamperproof means of enforcing and providing meditation through access control

mechanisms over components.

In Tock, PMP-isolated processes can safely and explicitly communicate with one

another using kernel-provided IPC mechanisms. Alternatively, for a process to com-

municate with the kernel (including Tock capsules), Tock provides a minimal set

of system calls (seven in total [196]) enforced as the only entry points via privilege

modes, which in turn enable user space processes to communicate directly with the

kernel in a safe and controlled manner, while only incurring performance penalties
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for context switches and subsequent dynamic PMP configuration. In the kernel,

Tock capsules are sandboxed through Rust’s compile-time memory safety guaran-

tees. Rust functions and traits are only accessible to others through explicit use of

the pub access modifier (Section 4.2.2. As a result, capsules benefit from fine-grained

access controls. Tock capsules may only invoke other publicly defined kernel com-

ponents they have been linked with and are restricted from directly accessing user

processes due to restrictions over the unsafe keyword (enforced at compile-time).

6.5. Fault Isolation and Recovery (F5)

Ensure component faults do not cause other components to fault and, if possible, build

in mechanisms to recover faulted components

In general, a fault may be defined as any disruptive error induced either by soft-

ware (e.g., code panics) or hardware (e.g., CPU exceptions, corrupted memory, etc),

any of which may result in a software component or, potentially, an entire system

crashing. Fault isolation ensures faults induced by or directly impacting one, al-

ready isolated (F3), component do not cause any other (potentially interdependent)

component(s) to fault/fail as well [104, 34]. Differing from resource isolation, fault

isolation refers to the additional steps necessary to ensure all resources used solely

by a faulted component are safely deallocated, allocated resources shared between
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components are preserved (e.g., mitigating problems arising from state spill1), and

all future invocations to services formerly provided by the, now likely terminated,

faulted component do not block or halt execution of the caller–instead, invocations

may, for example, result in meaningful error messages callers can safely handle [129].

Fault isolation serves as the prerequisite step towards allowing subsequent recovery

of faulted components. In its simplest form, fault recovery allocates resources back

to a failed component then restarts it2. Overall, fault isolation and recovery directly

work towards availability of select components (by reducing the amount of damage

a fault may cause and maintaining access to component functionality and services

upon recovery), a security goal that may be particularly important for IoT systems

typically deployed in (potentially difficult to access) remote locations and/or large

(potentially hard to manage) quantities.

An OS aiming to adequately satisfy this criterion should make efforts to ensure

fault isolation and recovery is enforced over every untrusted component. In our

proposed threat model (Chapter 3), untrusted components are those which may

be provided by untrusted entities, such as user applications and kernel components

residing outside of the trusted core kernel, thus, to work towards security goals such

1State spill [43] occurs when interaction between software components leads to lasting state
changes, such that future correctness depends on resulting changed states. For example, in
a typical generic client-server example, the server may hold state information representing its
clients’ progress. This may represent state spill, where if the server crashes and loses stored
state information, clients will likely also fail [129].

2Systems going beyond this simple form of fault recovery may attempt to maintain state infor-
mation then restore the faulty component back to its prior functional state, such that it can
continue processing requests made before or during the fault [185].
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as availability, fault isolation and recovery would ideally be guaranteed for any such

components. More generally, as trust may be allocated across components differently

from system to system, we believe OSs should ideally use priorly established trust

models (F2) to guide and document guarantees (or lack thereof) relating to this

criterion.

Comparing RIOT to Tock on F5 As discussed, RIOT lacks a prerequisite for

fault isolation and recovery—resource isolation. Utilized software components are

compiled into one monolithic binary, making each component indistinguishable from

one another which, when loaded for execution, share the same global stack and heap

for data storage. As a result, when a fault, such as an invalid memory access, occurs

in RIOT, the only viable outcome remains to be that which we continually observed

in our experiments: a system-wide reset3. All in all, these aspects of RIOT directly

prevent it from providing fault isolation (or recovery) at the component level, im-

pacting its ability to maintain the availability of components unrelated to that which

just triggered a fault.

Next, Tock provides fault isolation for and recovery of user applications, but not for

anything below that at the kernel level (such as its untrusted capsules). If we recall,

3One might think that because RIOT threads are managed/scheduled, a fault originating from one
of these threads should be traceable to said thread. This is not the case, even if execution was
within a thread prior to the fault, a system reset likely remains as the only option. Returning
execution back to the point before the fault occurred would immediately result in the same
fault again, and because code exists as one amalgamated unit in RIOT, it can not be simply
determined where code pointing to the beginning of a thread exists; execution must be trapped
to an exception handler which would either reset the system itself or wait until a hardware event
(i.e., watchdog timer [135, p.409-414]) triggers a reset [19, p.611-615].
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user applications are flashed into distinct regions of Flash memory, granted a prede-

fined exclusive region in RAM for data storage, then isolated through hardware-based

means (PMP). Further, any attempts at sharing memory with other user applications

must go through the kernel, who maintains ownership and manages said memory;

eliminating problems of state spill, as shared resources are maintained even when ei-

ther of the involved applications fault. If a fault were to occur, execution is trapped

to privileged kernel fault handling code (in turn terminating execution of the faulted

user application), then, because each application is established with exclusive mem-

ory regions, the kernel fault handler has the ability to make informed decisions, e.g.,

on whether the process should be restarted/recovered or remain unscheduled/termi-

nated. Moving into the kernel, we last discussed how Tock capsules are adequately

isolated through software-based sandboxing via forbidden use of unsafe Rust code.

However, this does not guarantee fault isolation or recovery. Capsules are compiled

together as part of the kernel, must invoke encapsulated unsafe code provided by the

core kernel to access underlying hardware peripherals (c.f. Section 5.2), and as a con-

sequence may share references to the same memory (potentially leading to problems

related to state spill). Together, these characteristics make capsules indistinguishable

from any other kernel code upon execution and prevent fault isolation and recovery.

6.6. Cryptographic Primitives and Libraries (S1)

Provide time-tested and usable cryptographic algorithms that satisfy a range of user

requirements and application needs
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IoT OSs utilizing foundations and working towards satisfying the aforementioned cri-

teria may also find the inclusion of cryptographic primitives and libraries an essential

building block relating to security. OS kernel components and user applications may

require cryptographic primitives for security critical functionality such as network

authentication and communication (S2), resource access authorization, object/data

security, key management [201], and secure firmware updates (S3). Importantly, the

secrets (e.g., cryptographic keys) underpinning such functionality may highlight the

importance of a properly isolated trust base (F1), even more so for multi-tenant

systems. As defined, the OS’s trust base may be the only software fully trusted to

securely encapsulate and maintain an interface to secret material even when coexist-

ing with other untrusted or malicious components.

Additionally, a novel challenge arises when dealing with low-end IoT devices. That

is, attacks may be initiated by adversaries with much greater computational power

than an IoT device [14]. As a result, cryptographic implementations on these con-

strained low-end devices require extra care to meet specifications and avoid bugs

that can lead to information leakage [201], Thus, it may be particularly beneficial

for IoT OSs to rely on time-tested [140, p.22] cryptography libraries and safe hard-

ware implementations [97, 5] that have been thoroughly audited, rather than newly

invented or independently implemented. Further, as cryptographic libraries are typ-

ically exposed through APIs, in which fallible developers may call, libraries should

ideally be designed or chosen such that they produce the least amount of unexpected

surprises [140, p.22-23] to avoid potential software vulnerabilities caused by acci-

dental misuse [180, 68]. Finally, to motivate their use in system components and
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user applications, algorithms should have only minor impact on system memory and

power budgets, such that security benefits outweigh any costs [140, p.23].

Comparing RIOT to Tock on S1 RIOT provides internally developed imple-

mentations of several cryptographic algorithms within its system libraries and inte-

grates several external cryptography libraries written in C, such as TweetNaCl [38],

micro-ecc [112], the High Assurance Cryptographic Library (HACL) [222], and the

RELIC toolkit [12]. This gives RIOT users a varied set of options, some implementa-

tions widely-adopted, efficiently and safely implemented, or time-tested. This allows

RIOT to meet a broad range of user requirements and application needs.

Currently, Tock only officially supports hardware-backed cryptography explicitly

provided by the platforms they support such as AES encryption, hash-based mes-

sage authentication codes (HMACs), and random number generators (RNGs). The

Tock kernel does not have any additional support for software-based algorithms or

asymmetric cryptography, leaving a gap in cryptographic primitives and libraries,

compared to RIOT. Tock’s strict rule to deny unsafe Rust code in their kernel cap-

sules, precludes adopting popular Rust-based cryptography libraries [169] that use

unsafe code in their implementations. This may hinder Tock’s ability to provide

its users with formally audited and time-tested cryptography, generally available to

the wider Rust community. It could also motivate Tock developers to write their

own cryptographic algorithms, which typically requires considerable developmental

efforts [201] and might lead to vulnerable implementations, if sufficient care is not

taken. However, user applications are allowed to import and use available cryptog-
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raphy libraries within their implementations; since these imported libraries will be

part of the resulting user process, they will consequently be isolated from the rest of

the system by the Tock kernel.

6.7. Secure Communication Protocols (S2)

Implement and maintain reliable network protocol stacks to support the establishment

and maintenance of secure communication channels, following open protocol stan-

dards where applicable

A defining characteristic of an IoT device is its ability to communicate data over

some medium, with an emphasis on wireless technologies, to other similar devices

or gateways. As outlined in our threat model (Chapter 3), such communication

is susceptible to a wide variety of attacks [149] and require careful consideration

to avoid or mitigate, particularly since these devices will often not be deployed in

a closed and trusted network [14]. Open protocol standards, such as those devel-

oped by the IETF, typically have higher quality and interoperability due to broader

expert scrutiny and a greater number of carefully considered revisions which may

result in better security [201]. Moreover, securing network communications typically

requires integration with cryptographic primitives and protocols [152, 102]. Thus, in

general, an IoT OS may better serve when networking stack implementations (e.g.,

those which include network, transport, and application layer protocols) are based

upon open protocol standards, integrate with standard cryptographic primitives and

libraries (S1) to allow for establishment and maintenance of secure network commu-
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nications, and additionally made developer-friendly [201] such that exposed APIs are

hard to misuse.

We may take Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) [152] as one example pro-

tocol with relevance to securing communication in the IoT. In contrast to Transport

Layer Security (TLS) [151], a cryptographic protocol (and standard) for establishing

and maintaining secure communication over TCP, DTLS provides equivalent secu-

rity for communication over UDP. DTLS allows for secure communication with less

overhead compared to protocols ubiquitous in the IoC, such as TLS. Yet similarities

to TLS, such as its open standardized nature, reliance on well-established crypto-

graphic primitives, and overall specification make DTLS an enticing and potentially

important option to be integrated with IoT OS networking stacks.

Comparing RIOT to Tock on S2 RIOT supports several networking stacks and

protocol implementations, focusing primarily on open standard protocols [70, 85] rel-

evant to the IoT. RIOT’s default stack, the Generic (GNRC) [103] network stack,

provides a fully-featured IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4 implementation via the 6LoWPAN

adaption layer [123] that provides extensions to the UDP, RPL [209], and TCP trans-

port layers. Application layer protocols can integrate with GNRC, for example, to

exchange CoAP requests over UDP. Additionally, development towards secure com-

munication in RIOT is exemplified by the integration of the DTLS with GNRC [85],

an important step for allowing efficient secure end-to-end communication for RIOT-

based devices. Beyond this, RIOT makes available vast open-source libraries [154]

providing alternative networking stacks (e.g., NimBLE [10], OpenThread [67], etc).
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Later discussed, RIOT’s library support for both networking and cryptography can

be combined to satisfy secure communications and consequently support security-

critical networking tasks such as remote firmware updates (S3).

Similarly, Tock includes (or has plans for [191]) its own set of networking stacks

that support UDP, IPv6, 6LoWPAN, IEEE 802.15.4, and BLE [116]. Recalling that

Tock is written in Rust and has strict requirements on capsule implementations, Tock

consequently does not currently integrate with any additional third-party libraries.

This evidently adds extra developmental costs, leading to lack of support for a wider

variety of protocols (such as TCP and application layer protocols) within Tock, but

may allow Tock developers to implement these protocols over time in ways that fully

benefit from the memory safety guarantees provided by Rust. To our knowledge,

Tock currently has little explicit integration of cryptographic protocols with its net-

working stacks and, for example, does not support secure end-to-end communication

(e.g., DTLS).

6.8. Secure Remote Firmware Updates (S3)

Provide mechanisms to remotely receive authenticated and integrity protected firmware

images, allowing already running firmware to be replaced/updated at runtime

The firmware on any given IoT system may contain exploitable security flaws, some

of which may be patched through firmware updates. IoT devices however, may be

deployed remotely, in inaccessible environments, or in manually unmanageable quan-
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tities. Thus, to enable users to securely provision firmware updates for their devices

it may be paramount for an IoT OS to support remote firmware updates. Ideally,

the firmware image provided over an RF communication channel, i.e., over-the-air

(OTA), to a device should be integrity protected and authenticated to prevent un-

warranted/malicious modifications when in-transit and allow devices to validate the

image and its sender upon reception [124], which, as we discuss below, pose chal-

lenges needing careful considerations with respect to low-end IoT devices.

For remote firmware updates, an IoT OS must have the ability to remotely re-

trieve firmware images and/or manifests containing additional meta-data [125] from

an update server, then parse and verify the manifests, and finally store the firmware

image onto Flash memory [217]. We reiterate that an OS needs a trust base (F1) to

act as the (or extend trust to another) component that can securely determine the

validity of received firmware then load or store it into any available slot [217, 108];

without this properly defined and isolated trusted component, the update process

may be overly exposed to potential tampering by attackers (Section 3.2).

Consequently, cryptographic algorithms (S1) may be required to verify manifests

and protect against modification [124], yet such a prerequisite may demand con-

siderable care to mitigate against potential attacks. Part of the work presented by

Ronen et al. [167] involved the recovery of symmetric cryptographic keys used to en-

crypt and authenticate firmware images of popular Philips Hue smart lamp products

powered by wirelessly communicating low-end devices. Critically, the recovered sym-

metric keys were found to be reused globally for all devices of the same type, which
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allowed the researchers to remotely update these devices with their own malicious

firmware. As the authors conclude, reuse of symmetric keys between devices poses

a big security risk. Thus, research into and support of potential viable alternatives,

such as asymmetric cryptographic primitives and any supporting infrastructure, may

be necessary to mitigate against certain problems, such as firmware authenticity and

key reuse.

Additionally, networking capabilities (S2) providing secure end-to-end communi-

cation of any firmware/manifest data may also be necessary, since obtaining firmware

images is likely the first step an attacker may take to gain valuable insights on device-

specific configuration that can lead to system exploitation [124].

Finally, for scrutinized mechanisms that provide better interoperability [201], an

OS may benefit from adhering to open secure firmware update standards (e.g., IETF

standards [124, 125]).

Comparing RIOT to Tock on S3 RIOT has experimental support for secure

OTA firmware updates. As outlined by the work of Zandberg et al. [217], this sup-

port follows the Software Updates for Internet of Things (SUIT) IETF working group

specifications [124, 125]. Consequently, the implementation in RIOT following said

SUIT specifications has now been integrated into the mainline RIOT code as an

experimental feature [162]. RIOT integrates a necessary bootloader [160] with its

networking, cryptographic, and other relevant supporting libraries to adhere to these

open standards, facilitate communication with required infrastructure, and achieve
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this initial support for secure OTA firmware updates.

Tock’s kernel acts as a bootloader by default, with the ability to load application

binaries following its custom Tock Binary Format (TBF) [193], however, Tock cur-

rently does not itself support secure remote firmware updates. From earlier sections,

it is evident that Tock has many of the features needed for this, but further develop-

mental efforts are needed to add supporting functionalities, cryptographic primitives,

and communication protocols. This may first require additional considerations and

discussions on whether Tock should/can adhere to open standards, such as those

proposed by the SUIT working group.

6.9. Source Code Auditability (S4)

Maintain source code and supporting infrastructure in a manner that is conducive to

auditing processes, making clear any security critical code/components

This final proposed (supporting) criterion recommends IoT OSs be developed and

supported in a manner conducive to auditing processes. Generally speaking, the

auditability of any given system is established through a continuous cycle of distinct

processes that take into account the organization and the resources it is managing

(those of which an involved party might directly rely upon), resulting in the system

becoming knowable not only to the maintaining organization, but also to any relevant

third-party agencies or users/stakeholders [204]. This may require use of a normative

framework allowing involved parties to evaluate any referential infrastructure (e.g.,
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code repositories, continuous integration services, etc) used by an organization to

maintain the IoT system, and verify its accountability, reliability, and trustworthi-

ness [205, 204, 70].

Thus, to satisfy this requirement, the source code and implementation of any IoT

OS should be available and supported by a variety of techniques to ease the pro-

cess of formal or informal auditing, particularly for components critical to overall

system security. These techniques can include [70, 31]: providing code in a fully

open-source manner for increased exposure and probability of finding bugs, includ-

ing unit/integration tests, keeping security critical components small (F1), clearly

marking potentially hazardous use cases, and providing thorough documentation all

of which may improve the auditability and security of a system [76].

Comparing RIOT to Tock on S4 RIOT is openly developed primarily under the

GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), containing some external sources pub-

lished under separate licenses. RIOT’s project repository [158] contains documenta-

tion, tutorials, code examples, unit testing, continuous integration testing performed

by web-based services, benchmarking tests, issue tracking, and detailed release notes.

Additionally, external documentation is automatically created from inline comments

of the source code itself, using a tool call Doxygen4. The highly modular fashion of

RIOT allows potential auditors to easily distinguish each RIOT component, however

as mentioned earlier, RIOT’s lack of established and documented trust models may

leave it unclear how each integrated component can or will interact with another and

4https://www.doxygen.nl
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whether if access to the greater shared physical memory address space is mediated

in any way upon execution. Despite this, the ample publicly available documenta-

tion and testing can aid in code audits of individual components, but still may leave

a challenging task when dealing with larger systems integrating many components

together, any of which could carry vulnerabilities potentially compromising the en-

tire system, exacerbated by the lack of a small trust base (F1) and related resource

isolation (F3) in RIOT.

Tock is openly developed and can be licensed under either the Apache or MIT per-

missive licenses. Tock’s project repository [198] contains extensive documentation,

tutorials, increasing amounts of platform-specific unit testing, issue tracking, detailed

release notes, and historical records of several focused working groups consisting of

developers openly discussing and developing particular aspects of Tock. Together,

these should in theory allow any third-party to learn and gain necessary knowledge

about Tock, facilitating understanding and providing context when attempting to

audit any code. Finally, because Tock is implemented in Rust, a large majority of

its code is believed to adhere to the memory safety features provided by Rust, pre-

sumably allowing an entity attempting to audit Tock to focus on the trusted code

explcitely marked with the unsafe keyword, and checking untrusted components for

cases that extend beyond Rust’s memory safety promises.
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6.10. Tabulated Summary and Discussion

In this section, we briefly summarize our findings, discuss insights, and offer opinions

on our selected IoT OSs with respect to our established foundational and supporting

criteria.

Criterion RIOT Tock
F1. Small Trust Base #  
F2. Established Trust Models #  
F3. Resource Allocation and Isolation H# H#
F4. Access Control Mechanisms #  
F5. Fault Isolation and Recovery # H#
S1. Cryptographic Primitives and Libraries  H#
S2. Secure Communication Protocols  #
S3. Secure Remote Firmware Updates  #
S4. Source Code Auditability   

Table 6.1.: Comparing criteria satisfied by selected platforms

 adequately satisfied; H# partially but inadequately satisfied; # unsatisfied

Referring to Table 6.1 and starting with RIOT, we note each of our five foun-

dational criterion is either inadequately or wholly unsatisfied by RIOT. Knowingly,

RIOT supports a wide range of devices, including those based on MCUs physically

lacking hardware-based security foundations (Section 4.1), such as multiple priv-

ileges modes and PMP. As a consequence, satisfying these criteria purely through

hardware-based mechanisms uniformly across its supported platforms is not possible.

However, RIOT does support many devices containing hardware-based foundations,

such as the COTS ARM-based device we used in our experiments. As discussed

in Section 5.6, RIOT does in fact configure and utilize PMP when available, but,
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for example, does not use hardware privilege modes available on the very same de-

vices. Thus, although PMP may be used to prevent certain access violations (on

configured regions of memory), lack of privilege modes or alternative foundational

software-based mechanisms precludes adequate resource isolation in RIOT. This fact

was pronounced when components in RIOT, including those which we idealistically

modeled as untrusted in our general threat model, such as user applications, were

found able to disable PMP altogether (Section 5.5).

Consistent with our definition of a foundation, supporting privilege modes in RIOT

would require significant code changes (to introduce and define standard system call

interfaces), all of which would be incompatible with devices lacking such hardware.

Further, RIOT is written in C and thus unavoidably remains vulnerable to common

memory corruption errors, some of which may result in access violations if mistak-

enly triggered or actively exploited. Even though RIOT is openly developed and

supported by procedures and infrastructure which may help catch some of these er-

rors, history has made evident that development of systems written in C with similar

measures, such as Linux, have not remained error free. Continuing with Linux as

a relatable example, there has been noticeable interest, research, and efforts into

incrementally introducing memory-safe languages, such as Rust, for kernel develop-

ment [106, 137]. Similarities between RIOT and Linux may make consideration of

similar incremental efforts worth investigating, particularly if it can help prevent or

reduce introduction of memory corruption errors.

To summarize RIOT, we note how it adequately satisfies the criteria we hold as
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supportive to our outlined security goals, but not those posited as foundational, for

example, establishment of a small trust base or distinct adequately isolated compo-

nents through use of security foundations. It is due to the combination of hardware

constraints, or framed more positively – broad support, and software design that

we conclude RIOT inadequately supports such foundational criteria across all of its

supported devices. As a final note, we believe RIOT and its users could benefit from

an established set of clearly documented trust models (F2) detailing any security

guarantees (or lack thereof) and differences across RIOT’s varying supported hard-

ware. This may provide RIOT users with a more clear and explicit reference to what

they should expect when relying on RIOT, help determine any trade-offs between

different supported devices, and decide whether RIOT is right for their specific IoT

use case.

Pressing on, we next discuss Tock and how it contrasts with RIOT. Through no-

table use of and reliance on hardware- and software-based foundations, Tock’s core

kernel is firstly isolated from other kernel components through enforced compile-time

memory safety guarantees, then, subsequently isolated from user applications upon

execution through combined use of hardware-based PMP and privilege separation.

Due to reliance on hardware-based mechanisms, Tock can only officially support

devices with hardware support for both multiple privilege modes and PMP. As a

result however, these same mechanisms adequately allow Tock’s core kernel to act as

the entire OSs trust base, and enforce adequate memory isolation between the core,

untrusted kernel components, and user applications. Albeit, such mechanisms do

not necessarily prevent exploitation of individual components altogether, as experi-
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mentation showed (Section 5.3), but in certain cases may make it significantly less

likely/more difficult for an infected component to affect other distinct parts of the

system by eliminating potential to access resources beyond what has been explicitly

allocated. This holds particularly true for user applications in Tock, as discussed,

hardware-based mechanisms employed by Tock additionally allow for fault isolation

and recovery, e.g., those which may be caused by memory access violations, for user

applications. However, Tock kernel components run with the same privilege as the

core kernel (small trust base) itself and do not have any built-in software-based [129,

42] fault isolation or recovery mechanisms, thus, faults caused by these purely soft-

ware sandboxed components are not isolated (i.e., may require/cause a system-wide

reset). Moreover, Tock does not provide a means to enforce allocation and isolation

of energy to specific components, leaving resource exhaustion attacks as a possibility.

Relevantly, these important differences along with additional security-specific guar-

antees, assumptions, and expected involved entities are publicly documented, which

together adequately establish Tock’s trust model(s).

Finally, Tock’s Rust-based implementation, paired with strict rules imposed on

the implementation of untrusted kernel components (i.e., capsules), leaves imple-

mentation of functionality, such as asymmetric cryptography potentially required for

secure communication and firmware updates, solely to Tock contributors, potentially

isolating Tock from the greater Rust community. The security benefits of excluding

unsafe code may outweigh this temporary loss of functionality, if assuming additional

developmental work will allow Tock to eventually adequately satisfy supporting cri-

teria. In the meantime, users may directly import third-party libraries into user
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applications (e.g., those written in C or Rust) and rest assured that potential errors

in these libraries will face the same isolation boundaries imposed over the entire ap-

plication and that applications may be safely recovered (e.g., restarted) if such errors

cause a fault.

Overall, our proposed foundational and supporting criteria aim to broadly capture

tangible considerations for securing IoT OSs supporting low-end devices. Evidently,

these criteria together aim to address our specific threat model and take into account

potential growing complexity within the IoT, such as potential need for multi-tenant

OSs supporting low-end devices. Ultimately, this means such criteria may not en-

tirely capture every IoT use case. Simple uses cases may only demand a subset of

these criteria to be deemed secure, other use cases may require specific considera-

tions particular to said use case. However we believe, in general, and particularly for

OSs positioning themselves as broadly applicable to any IoT use case [33], proposed

criteria may help developers make informed decisions relating to security and, once

implemented and further scrutinized, make way for time-tested formal principles to

develop and predicate the design of secure IoT OSs.
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Closing Remarks

The primary objective of this thesis was to establish a set of criteria operating sys-

tems supporting low-end devices in the Internet of Things may satisfy in order

to define, establish, and more broadly maintain security. To approach this objec-

tive, we delved into hardware- and software-based security to identify important

mechanisms—security foundations—available for use on low-end devices. We then

played the role of attacker and set out to examine these foundations through exper-

imentation on two open-source IoT OSs with academic origins, RIOT and Tock.

Through this iterative process, we gained insight into the utilization of security

foundations and, more importantly, the role and limitations of these foundations

in preventing or limiting damage cause by device exploitation. Finally, by combin-

ing gained knowledge with additional research into the literature we proposed a set

of nine criteria, four towards realizing an initial secure environment for the execu-

tion of software components comprising IoT OSs followed by another four towards
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maintaining and supporting security of said systems; we compare RIOT and Tock

against these criteria which, when combined with our experiments on these very OSs,

provided a detailed view into the security guarantees provided by each system and

the foundations relied upon to achieve any such guarantees.

7.1. Future Work

RIOT and Tock stood as two exemplary IoT OSs with strong academic origins and

active open-source communities, but they are not the only IoT OSs around. Ex-

panding this work to cover several more IoT OSs, including those without academic

origins, such as Zephyr OS [218] or Drone OS [202], could lead to additional in-

sights. Moreover, our work focused primarily on OS support for Class 1 and Class 2

devices; we believe including systems targeting Class 0 devices would also be inter-

esting. Specifically, FreeRTOS [6] (written in C) and RTIC [168] (written in Rust)

may contrast well with our coverage of RIOT and Tock respectively. However, the

frameworks/OSs that target Class 0 devices may have different characteristics and

requirements, with a bigger focus on specialized singular applications that have mul-

tiple related concurrent tasks (i.e., interrupt-triggered events), and thus may require

only a subset of our proposed criteria or different criteria altogether.

Finally, our discussions on memory-safe programming languages coupled with the

surge of research and interest in this area makes us believe memory-safety may play

an important role in the development of any low-level system. Tock is not the only

system benefiting from a memory-safe language, there are additional systems writ-
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ten in Rust [129, 42, 150, 202] and other memory-safe languages [52, 80] which may

be interesting targets to explore operating system security more generally. In many

scenarios, hardware is expected to be required to enforce security (and trust) guar-

antees, however, as we learned, memory-safe languages may provide guarantees of

their own, at compile-time. Exploring these guarantees and assessing the advantages,

disadvantages, and limitations in comparison to hardware and traditional systems

written in C may be worthwhile.

7.2. Conclusion

Designing secure systems is a notoriously difficult task, in which each design choice

affects numerous parts of the system, including its ability to provide security. Heuris-

tics, criteria, and design principles all try to encapsulate the nuances of security and

help better guide developers towards creating secure systems. Before these systems

get created or are further developed, it is important to continually question, address,

and update these methods and solutions. Then, focusing on developing consolidated

platforms, such as operating systems, with solid foundations may allow the commu-

nity to try and get security right as best we can, which in turn can provide new

insights into additional criteria towards securing these systems and the applications

they serve.

Notably, the IoT is becoming ubiquitous and these Internet communicating devices

have the ability to interact with the physical world, seamlessly integrate into our

environments, and potentially affect individual safety and privacy. Thus, carefully
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developing reliable systems that rely on strong security foundations, integrate time-

tested libraries, make use of trusted standards and specifications, and adhere to

security best practices are all likely to improve overall system security and prevent

unauthorized use. In the Internet of Things, as well as more generally, the main

idea of designing operating systems to satisfy security criteria from the start, is

to ensure adequate considerations towards the nuances and avoid situations where

reliant applications and users become unable to compensate for lack of underlying

support.
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Appendix A.

Technical Details for E5 on RIOT

This section contains the particular details of experiment E5 conducted on RIOT.

This experiment involves exploitation of a function containing a stack-based overflow

vulnerability with PMP enabled in RIOT, making the stack non-executable. In turn,

this should prevent code execution on the stack. The goal is to determine whether

we may circumvent PMP by disabling it entirely via a code reuse attack, followed

right after with additional arbitrary code execution on the–now unprotected–stack.
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1 @ address assembly code
2 @ ---------- ------------
3 0x000000dc push {r7, lr}
4 0x000000de sub sp, #56
5 0x000000e0 add r7, sp, #0
6 @ ...
7 0x000000ea bl 0x1f32 <memcpy>
8 @ ...
9 0x000000f0 adds r7, #56

10 0x000000f2 mov sp, r7
11 0x000000f4 pop {r7, pc}

Listing A.1: Disassembly snippet of vulnerable()

The disassembly of the vulnerable() function in Listing A is where we may

start. The function prologue comprised by lines 3-5 sets up the stack frame and

stores the current stack pointer into register R7, this will be important later. On

line 7, another function (memcpy()) is invoked, the details of this function are not

relevant, however, recalling the fact that the bl instruction on line 7 will update

the link register (LR) with an appropriate return address will be useful later. In

this case, the return address will be 0x000000ee, i.e., the subsequent instruction of

vulnerable(). Following, lines 9-11 comprise vulnerable()’s epilogue, where the

last line (line 11) involves loading values from the stack into the R7 and PC registers.

Just as before, we take advantage of this fact to overwrite the address to be stored

into PC via a stack-based buffer overflow to alter execution flow. To achieve thus,

we inject the modified attack string given in Listing A.2.
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\x31\x08\x00\x20\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x09\x46\x4f\xf0
\x05\x04\x4f\xea\x04\x71\x4f\xea\x04\x22\x02\xf1\x04\x02\x11\x44
\x51\xf8\x04\x2b\x4f\xf0\x01\x03\x4f\xea\x43\x43\x82\xea\x03\x02
\x41\xf8\x04\x2c\xf1\x07\x00\x20\xd5\x0b\x00\x00

Listing A.2: Modified attack string containing the address of one of the NOP instruc-
tions on the stack (yellow), 5 NOPs (green), 10 assembly instructions
(blue), precisely chosen R7 value (orange), followed by the starting ad-
dress of mpu_disable() (red)

This time around, the PC register gets overwritten with the address of mpu_disable()

(recalling Listing 5.15). Consequently, the redirection of control flow to mpu_disable()

fully disables the MPU, leaving stack memory unprotected. Now that mpu_disable()

has been invoked, we must figure out how to execute the assembly instructions that

were stored on the stack when we first injected our attack string. To do so, we need

to redirect control a second time, this time to the stack address where our assembly

instructions begin.

1 @ address assembly code
2 @ ---------- ------------
3 @ ...instructions to disable MPU...
4 0x00000bee bx lr

Listing A.3: Disassembly snippet of mpu_disable()

If we were to take a look at the end of mpu_disable()’s epilogue, given in List-

ing A.3, we see the last instruction branches to the address stored in LR. Recalling

from Listing A, we know LR was updated by the bl instruction on line 7 to contain

the next address in vulnerable(). This means that right after our attack string
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caused mpu_disable() to be invoked, mpu_disable() not only disabled the MPU,

it also redirected us back into vulnerable(). This presents us with an opportunity

to redirect control flow a second time.

Once back into vulnerable, 0x38 is added to R7, then this R7 value is set to be the

SP via a mov instruction on line 10. Luckily we control the value of R7, meaning we

can now control the SP. By adjusting the value of R7 (accounting for the addition

of 0x38) we can in turn adjust the stack values later popped off the stack. The last

value popped is stored into PC, thus control flow will follow this value as before.

Referring back to Listing A.2, we precisely choose R7 to point back to the beginning

of our attack string. Then at the beginning of our attack string, we replace several

NOP instructions with an address of one of the NOP instructions instead. As a re-

sult, the pop instruction on line 11 of will pop this address from SP (adjusted by our

R7 value) into PC, then this value stored in PC will start execution of our assembly

instructions. Given that the MPU has been disabled, these instructions successfully

execute and cause the LED to blink as before.

In conclusion, we disable the MPU then get redirected back into vulnerable(),

from there we can overwrite PC with the stack address of our assembly instructions

included in the initial attack string. We are able to circumvent the MPU due to

a lack security mechanisms, such as that for privilege separation, meant to prevent

access to security critical registers, such as those to configure the MPU.
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